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Abstract 
In the third century B.C. the Alexandrian mathematician Euclidës recorded a simple and 
efficient algorithm for finding the greatest common divisor of two rational integers. In the 
twentieth century, the Euclidean Algorithm is still probably the most widely known method 
for solving this problem. 
The Euclidean Algorithm is not restricted to rational integers; however, there are some 
domains of application in which modification of the algorithm is required. One such area is the 
application of the Euclidean Algorithm to integers in quadratic number fields. Termination 
of the algorithm cannot be guaranteed in every field, and in many fields the lack of unique 
factorisation of algebraic integers also complicates the calculations as the greatest common 
divisor can be a non-principal ideal. 
This thesis presents a method, based upon the Euclidean Algorithm, for finding the great-
est common divisor of two algebraic integers in any quadratic number field. The ability to 
find such common divisors enables us also to minimise the size of generating sets for ideals in 
quadratic number fields. 
The algorithm presented generalises the standard Euclidean Algorithm; it will still work, 
and indeed function identically to the Euclidean Algorithm, for rational integers. In sim-
ple quadratic number fields, the only extension required is a method of ensuring that the 
algorithm will terminate; in non-simple fields ideal theory is also employed to overcome the 
problems presented by the lack of unique factorisation of integers in these fields. 
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This thesis presents a method for minimising the size of generating sets for ideals in quadratic 
fields Q(/), using a generalisation of the Euclidean Algorithm. Reducing the size of a 
generating set for an ideal in a quadratic field to two elements is a fairly straightforward 
process. Finding out whether this set may be further reduced to one element (i.e. if the 
ideal is principal) is much more complex. One method for determining whether the ideal is 
principal or not is to take a two element generating set representing the ideal, and try to find 
the greatest common divisor between these two elements, which is an algebraic integer that 
can replace them as the ideal's single generator. The principal area of work covered in this 
thesis uses an adaptation of the Euclidean Algorithm to find out, for given ideals, whether 
this greatest common divisor exists. 
Before discussing the algorithm, a general introduction to quadratic numbers and fields is 
given, and an overview of the work done involving the Euclidean Algorithm and the finding 
of principal ideal generators in these fields. 
Throughout this thesis, algebraic numbers will be denoted by o, /3, ..., rational numbers 
by a, b,... and ideals (see section 1.2) by A, B..... 
N(a) is used to denote the norm of the algebraic number c = a + b/ where 
norm(a + b/) = (a + b/)(a - b/) = a2 - b2 D. A diversity of terminology is used 
by various authors discussing quadratic number fields, rings of integers within these fields, 
Euclidean domains and so on. I will adopt the following notation: 
A quadratic number field will be denoted Q(v'ii). 
OK is the ring of integers in K = Q(v') (OK is also an integral domain). 
e Some works refer to Euclidean domains, others to Euclidean Rings, and still others to 
Euclidean fields, all in the context of the existence of the Euclidean Algorithm within 
a quadratic number field (i.e. within its ring of integers). This variation also occurs for 
other properties held by these rings of integers. In this thesis, for consistency, definitions 
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will be presented in the context of fields, whilst (obviously) stating which numbers in 
the fields the given definition applies to. 
For simplicity, quadratic fields will often simply be called fields; if other fields are being 
discussed, this will be made clear. 
• Likewise, algebraic integers will be referred to simply as integers - rational integers 
will be clearly identified as such. 
11 Background on quadratic number fields 
1.1.1 Quadratic integers 
A quadratic algebraic number is a number of the form 
a + 
where D is any integer, and a and b are rational numbers. For any given D, the set of all 
such numbers (i.e. all possible values of a and b in Q) forms a field, Q(/). We are in fact 
only interested in values of D which are square-free; factors which are squares can be removed 
from the D. 
Algebraic integers in quadratic fields, Q(v'), are defined as 
a + 
where a and b are either both rational integers or both rational numbers with denominator 
two if D 1 (mod 4), and a and b are rational integers otherwise. These are the algebraic 
numbers whose minimal monic polynomials have integer coefficients. 
The algebraic integers in a given field, K = Q(/) form a ring, OK. OK is an integral 
domain. 
An integral basis for OK  is {w1,w2}, where 
+ I,/'- 
= 1,W2 = I /7 	where 13 1 (mod 4) Wl 	 otherwise. 
For every field, all elements in OK  can be expressed as aw l  + bw2, where a and b are 
rational integers. 
Where D 1 (mod 4), the discriminant, d, of Q(v"i) is equal to D, otherwise d = 4D. 
1.1.2 Units in quadratic fields 
A unit within any ring OK  is any element which divides 1. An alternative definition is that 
any element, c, such that N(a) = ±1 is a unit. 
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There are few units in the imaginary quadratic fields - in all fields except Q(/) and 
Q(/T), the only units are trivial units - that is, ±1. In Q(/) the units are 	" 
and ±1, in Q( \/11) they are ±/T and ±1. In real fields units other than ±1 always exist. 
In real fields there is a special unit, 77 such that all units p are given by p - ± iim, m = 
±1, ±2,... If 77 is greater than one, this is termed a fundamental unit. Two algebraic integers 
which differ only from a unit divisor are called associates of each other. 
1.1.3 Unique factorisation, primes and indecomposables 
A non-zero non-unit element, a, in the ring OK  is defined as indecomposable if and only if 
there is no -Y, ,8 E OK such that a = y/? unless 7  or 8 is a unit. 
A prime in OK  is a nonunit, ir, such that if ir divides afi, a,/3 E OK, then ir divides either 
a or j3. 
Within unique factorisation domains (UFDs) every non-unit, non-zero element factors 
into a finite product of unique indecomposable prime factors. In UFDs, all primes are 
indecomposable and vice versa. For example, the ring of rational integers forms a UFD. 
In quadratic number fields, all primes are indecomposable, but indecomposable elements 
are not necessarily prime. For example, in Q(v"), 2, 3, 1 + 	and 1 - 	are all 
indecomposable but not prime, as 6 = 2.3 = (1 + \/)(1 - As can be seen from 
this example, fields containing non-prime indecomposable elements are not UFDs. The only 
quadratic fields which are UFDs are the simple fields - these are discussed in section 2.1. 
1.2 Ideals in quadratic number fields 
In order to deal with the problem of non-unique factorisation in quadratic fields, in 1857 
Kummer introduced the notion of ideals. Let a 1 , a2,..., a, be a fixed set of algebraic integers 
in the field, where n is any integer greater than zero. Then the ideal 
is defined as the set of all algebraic integers of the form 
where /3i, ...,/3, are also algebraic integers in Q(v'). The set [al, a2, ...,a] is called a 
generating set for A. 
Two ideals are equal if they contain the same elements in Q(v") - their generating sets 
need not be the same. Ideal multiplication is defined as follows: 
Given two ideals A = [a i , ...,aJ and B = 
3 
the ideal AB is defined as 
AB=[ai /3i ,...,ai /3m ,...,anth,...an/3m ]. 
For any two ideals A and B, if there exists an ideal C such that A = BC, then B divides A, 
and A is a subset of B. 
A generating set which represents an ideal can be manipulated in any fashion without 
changing the ideal, provided that the ideal still contains the same integers in Q(/T). Thus 
for example: 
If the generating set contains elements a, /3, y such that 
7=P1a+P20, where pl,p2EOK, 
then y can be removed from the generating set. 
• Any elements already in the ideal can be added to its generating set. 
• If, given two elements a and 6 within the generating set, there exists a gcd, c say, of a 
and /3, then 6 can replace a and 8 in the generating set. 
A principal ideal, A, is an ideal which can be generated by one element, i.e. A = [a]. 
In simple fields (see section 2.1) all ideals are principal, but in all other fields non-principal 
ideals exist. For example, in Q(/), [2, 1 + 	is a non-principal ideal. Informally, we 
can see that this ideal must be non-principal because 2 and 1 + 	can be replaced by one 
element, a say, if and only if 
2p + (1 + 	= a, where p, are algebraic integers 	 (1.1) 
a/3 = 2, aA = 1 + 	where /3, ) are algebraic integers 	 (1.2) 
Since 2 and i+\/  are both indecomposable, and a must divide both, the only possible value 
of a satisfying (1.2) is 1. However, there exist no p and 7  which could satisfy equation 1.1 
for a = 1, thus there is no such a. For every ideal, A, there is an ideal, B, such that AB is 
a principal ideal [a] generated by a natural number a. If two principal ideals, [a] and [3] are 
equal, but a 0 /3, then a and /3 must be associates. 
In any quadratic field all ideals can be represented by a generating set of only two elements. 
Additionally, for every ideal A there exists a standard basis for A. A standard basis for an 
ideal is a generating set, [a, /3] say, in which a is a rational integer and 8 is an algebraic (and 
not a rational) integer, and every element in the ideal can be generated using aa+b/3, where a 
and b are rational integers. Standard bases are discussed in Keng [30]. Throughout this thesis, 
ideals are often represented using standard bases. This representation makes manipulation of 
the ideal more straightforward, as rational rather than algebraic integers can be used when 
dealing with elements in the ideal (for example, in (1.1), a and b are rational integers). 
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1.2.1 Unique factorisation of ideals 
An indecomposable ideal is an ideal whose only divisors are itself and [1]. A prime ideal is 
an ideal P such that for any two ideals A and B, if P divides. AB then P divides A or B. In 
quadratic fields, all indecomposable ideals are prime. Thus ideals factor into a unique set of 
prime ideal factors - that is, the unique factorisation theorem holds for ideals. The unique 
factorisation theorem for ideals, and additional information about ideals is presented in, for 
example, Cohn's A Second Course in Number Theory ([14]) and Hua Loo Keng's Introduction 
to Number Theory ([30]). 
Prime ideals arise from factorising rational primes. Every prime ideal P divides a rational 
prime p, which is the least positive rational integer in P and is thus unique. Furthermore, 
every prime ideal P can be written as P = [p, ir], where N(7r) 0 (mod p), and p is the 
rational prime associated with P (see [14]). 
1.2.2 Ideal classes 
An equivalence relation - can be defined on the set of ideals by saying A '-j B if and only if 
there exist principal ideals [a] and [] such that [a]A = [/]B. Then the ideals in any quadratic 
field can be partitioned into equivalence classes, which form a finite abelian group; if A B, 
then they belong to the same ideal class. In every field the principal ideals form a class, 
denoted by [1] - simple fields have only one ideal class. Prime ideals completely determine 
the class structure. For example, the class of A = HP is determined by the classes of the 
prime ideals P1 . 
1.2.3 Greatest common divisors in quadratic number fields 
Finding the greatest common divisor (gcd), if it exists, between two given elements in a 
quadratic number field, is the primary focus of this thesis. For rational integers, a and b say, 
their gcd is a rational integer d where 
d J a and d I b 
Given any rational integer c such that c I a and c I b then c I d also. 
The gcd d has the additional property that 
d = ax + by, where x and y are rational integers. 
A similar definition can be given for the gcd, b, of quadratic integers a and fi in a given 
field K = 
(1) 6 1 a and 6 I 
Given any quadratic integer 7 E OK such that 7  I a and y I 8 then y 16 also 
8 = ma + P2/3 , where P1, P2 E OK. 
This is equivalent to saying that [a, 3] = [8], which is the common expression of this 
concept throughout this thesis. 
There is a distinction between the above definitions: for rational integers, satisfying con-
ditions (1) and (2) implies that (3) holds, but for quadratic integers no such implication 
exists, as will be shown in section 2.8; all three conditions must be independently confirmed. 
A unique gcd exists between every two rational integers, but between quadratic integers, al-
though there always exists some 6 satisfying conditions (1) and (2) for any given integers, 6 
will not always satisfy condition (3), and thus a greatest common divisor does not necessarily 
exist. 
1.3 The Euclidean Algorithm 
As would be expected, manipulation of algebraic integers is much more complex than it 
is for rational integers. The work discussed in this thesis focuses on finding the greatest 
common divisor between algebraic integers. For rational integers, say in and n, in > n, a 
straightforward way to find their gcd is to use the Euclidean Algorithm: 
While (n :A 0) do 





Termination of this algorithm for any m and n is guaranteed because the problem size 
will decrease at every iteration - we can always choose values of q and r such that Irl < InI, 
and thus successive iterations deal with smaller integers. 
In some fields, K = Q(/), it is possible for any a,)3 E OK to choose algebraic integers 
6 and 7  such that a /3 + 6, and IN(6)1 < iN(/3)I, where the norm function measures the 
size of the algebraic integers. Such fields are discussed in section 2.2. In other quadratic fields 
however, this condition is not met, and termination of the standard Euclidean Algorithm 
cannot be guaranteed in such a straightforward manner, if at all. 
1.4 Overview of algorithm and thesis 
As was stated previously, the algorithm presented in this thesis minimises the size of a 
generating set representing an ideal, returning a standard basis for the ideal if it is 
non-principal, and a single generator otherwise. This algorithm works in all quadratic fields. 
A coding of the algorithm is presented in appendix B. Examples of the execution of the 
algorithm in real and complex fields are given in appendix A. It should be noted that this 
algorithm is intended to provide a relatively straightforward solution to this problem, based 
on the Euclidean Algorithm; efficiency has been considered to the extent that the algorithm 
is fast enough to be usable in practice, but it is not proposed as the most efficient method. 
To reduce the size of a generating set to two elements which form a standard basis for the 
ideal, a fairly straightforward method is used, which centres around a slight variation of the 
Euclidean Algorithm but does not actually involve finding greatest common divisors between 
algebraic integers. This method cannot, however, be applied to reduce a standard basis to 
a single clement. A single element which can replace a standard basis, [a, /31, must be the 
greatest common divisor of a and /3 - this is clear from the generalisation of equations ( 1.1) 
and (1.2) in section 1.2. At this stage, we use a generalisation of the Euclidean Algorithm 
which will always terminate in these fields, returning a single element which generates the 
ideal if it is principal, and a standard basis for the ideal if it is not. The method used to 
reduce a generating set for the ideal from a standard basis to a single element could be used 
to reduce a generating set size down to two elements also, but the chosen method is in general 
more efficient, and is thus preferred. 
As will be seen in following chapters, the calculations surrounding the Euclidean 
Algorithm become quite complex when non-principal ideal domains are considered. 
However, in simple fields the method presented here remains reasonably close in operation to 
the standard Euclidean Algorithm - indeed, in many cases the calculations are identical. 
Chapter 2 presents previous work done on the Euclidean Algorithm and finding greatest 
common divisors in quadratic number fields. The following chapter describes the method 
by which generating sets are reduced from many elements to a standard basis. Chapter 4 
then discusses finding principal ideal generators in simple quadratic fields. In these fields 
factorisation is unique and all ideals are principal, and the adaptations to the standard 
Euclidean Algorithm are minor. Chapter 5 deals with non-simple fields, in which the 
algorithm becomes considerably more complex. The algorithm presented in Chapter 5 also 




The Euclidean Algorithm in 
quadratic number fields: 
historical survey 
This chapter presents results which are relevant to the work discussed in this thesis - in 
particular, looking at which quadratic fields the Euclidean Algorithm or some variation thereof 
are valid within. Since the subject of this thesis is essentially finding the greatest common 
divisors between algebraic integers in any quadratic field using a variation of the Euclidean 
Algorithm, fields in which this can be done already are of interest, and discussion of previously 
defined variations of the Euclidean Algorithm provides a context in which to view the method 
presented here. This survey does not aim to provide a comprehensive account of work relating 
to the Euclidean Algorithm in quadratic number fields, and work on the Euclidean Algorithm 
in other fields will not be discussed at all. 
Simple fields are discussed first, as most work on the Euclidean Algorithm within quadratic 
number fields has concentrated on these fields. Each following section discusses some form of 
the Euclidean Algorithm and the fields within which the particular method is valid. 
2.1 Simple fields 
These fields contain only principal ideals, and thus have only one ideal class. All Euclidean 
fields are simple, although not all simple fields are Euclidean. Within a given simple field, 
the ring of integers is a unique factorisation domain, and is also referred to in the literature 
(for example, Cohn [14]) as a principal ideal domain (PID). 
The imaginary simple fields are 
Q(V'), D E 1-1, —2, —3, —7, —11, —19,-43,-67, —163}. 
The real simple fields, for D < 100 are 
Q(/), D E {2,3, 5,6,7,11,13,14,17,19,21,22,23,29,31,33,37,38, 
41,43,46,47,53,57,59,61,62,67,69,71,73,77,83,86,89,93,94, 971. 
Gauss conjectured that there are infinitely many real simple quadratic fields. 
2.2 Norm-Euclidean fields 
A lot of the work done on Euclidean quadratic number fields, particularly until the latter half 
of this century, has been concerned with norm-Euclidean fields. 
K = Q(v') is norm-Euclidean if the Euclidean algorithm using the norm function is 
valid in OK,  i.e. if 
Va,/3 E OK,,8 0 0, there exists -y,5 E OK such that 
a= -y,8+ 6, and IN(6)1 < IN(fl)I. 
In this section, the imaginary and real quadratic fields are treated separately, as the 
complexity and nature of the problem in these two areas is quite different, as is the 
corresponding history of the research done in these areas. 
2.2.1 Imaginary quadratic fields 
In 1801, Gauss [26] provided the first proof that any quadratic number fields are 
norm-Euclidean, dealing with the fields Q(,/i) and Q(\/:) .  Another proof for the same 
fields was supplied by Cauchy [8] in 1847. Also in 1847, Wantzel [39] proved that Q(/T), 
Q(/), Q(/), Q(/) and Q(\/H) are all norm-Euclidean. In 1893, in a supplement 
to Dirichlet's "Vorlesnngen liber Zahlenheorie", Dedekind proved again these five fields are 
norm-Euclidean and observed that these are the only norm-Euclidean imaginary fields. He 
also noted that not all simple fields are norm-Euclidean, giving the example of Q(/T), 
which is simple but not norm-Euclidean. In 1906, Birkhoff [5] proved that the five fields given 
above are the only norm-Euclidean imaginary fields. 
Thus, by the early 20  Century, all norm-Euclidean imaginary quadratic fields were 
known, and work on the Euclidean Algorithm in these fields moved on to examine the 
existence of the Euclidean Algorithm under other functions. These functions are discussed in 
the following sections. 
Proving that the Euclidean Algorithm for the norm function is valid in K = Q(/) is 
very straightforward we must show that for every a,fl E OK,13 0 0, there exists y, 6 E OK 
such that 
a = 7,8 + b, and N()I < IN(,8)1, or, equivalently, = 	- and jN()I < 1. 
Now consider the case where —D 	1 (mod 4), and let 	- a + a 2 ./: 	and 
7 = b1 + b2 V:T. Then b1 and b2 can be chosen to be the closest rational integers to 
the rational numbers a 1 and a 2 , therefore, jai - bi! < 1 , and Ia2 - b2 j < . 
Thus 
N() = N((a1 - b 1 ) + (a2 - b2)) 
Therefore, for —D 1 (mod 4), if D = —1 or —2, Q(/) is norm-Euclidean, otherwise it is 
not. The argument when —D 1 (mod 4) is similar. 
2.2.2 Real quadratic fields 
The first real fields proved to be norm-Euclidean were Q(v'), Q(V) and  Q(v'). This result 
was given by Wantzel in 1848 [40]. He also claimed that Q(v') was norm-Euclidean for 
D € 16, 7, 13, 17}. In 1893, Dedekind [20] added Q(\/1) to the list of real norm-Euclidean 
fields, and proved again that Q(/), Q(v') and Q(/) are norm-Euclidean. Dickson [21] 
stated in 1927 that these were the only norm-Euclidean fields. In 1932, Perron [36] corrected 
Dickson's statement, and proved that Q(v'Tfi) is also norm-Euclidean for 
D E 16,7, 11, 17,21,29}. For the next twenty years, the progression towards finding all 
norm-Euclidean real quadratic fields continued, numerous results being produced to deal 
with particular cases. For example: 
• In 1935, Fox [25] and Berg [4] both showed that the only norm-Euclidean fields Q(/) 
for which D 2 (mod 4) or D 3 (mod 4) are those for which D E 12, 3,6,7,11, 19}. 
• In 1942, Redei [37] found all norm-Euclidean real fields Q(Vi) such that 
D 17 (mod 24), showed that Q(v) is norm-Euclidean, and (wrongly) claimed 
that Q(/) is norm-Euclidean. He also showed that Q(/Th) is not norm-Euclidean 
for D E 161, 89,109, 113, 137}. Following this result, the only fields left in question were 
those for which D 1 (mod 24). 
• In 1947 Inkeri [28] showed that the only norm-Euclidean fields with discriminant less 
than 5000 are the known ones. 
• In 1948, Davenport [19] proved that no fields with discriminant greater than 16,384 are 
norm-Euclidean. 
In 1949, Chatland [10], unaware of Inkeri's result, used a result from Erdös and Ko [24] 
to prove that there are no norm-Euclidean fields with discriminants between 601 and 
16,384, apparently leaving only six fields, namely Q(/i) for 
D E 1193,241, 313,337,457,601}, in question. 
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o In 1950, Chatland and Davenport [11] followed on from Chatland's earlier result, 
showing that the remaining six fields were not norm-Euclidean, and thereby 
showing exactly which real quadratic fields are norm-Euclidean, although they 
mistakenly included Q(/7). 
Finally, in 1952, Barnes and Swinnerton-Dyer [1] corrected the list provided by Chatland 
and Davenport in 1950, proving that Q(/) is not in fact norm-Euclidean. The final 
list of norm-Euclidean real quadratic fields is then: Q(/b), for 
D E {2, 3,5,6,7,11, 13,17, 19, 21, 29, 33,37,41,57, 73}. 
Fuller accounts of this work may be found in several texts - [31], [1] and [10] for example. 
Even from this brief account, it can be seen that the progress towards finding the real 
norm-Euclidean fields was much slower and more arduous than for the imaginary fields. 
Proving fields to be norm-Euclidean or otherwise is much more complex in the former case, 
and is not discussed here - the references above deal with this problem, using a variety of 
methods, and to (obviously) differing degrees of completeness. 
2.3 Euclidean fields 
K = Q(/) is Euclidean with respect to a given function f: OK = .,V if f has the following 
properties: 
1(a) = 0 4=> a = 0 
Va, /3 E OK, /3 0, there exists y, 6 such that a = 8 + ö,f(c5) <f(/3). 
f is then called a Euclidean function on OK. 
In 1949, Motzkin [33] proved that the norm-Euclidean imaginary fields are only imaginary 
quadratic fields which are Euclidean under any Euclidean function. Further concise proofs 
of this were given by, for example, Dubois and Steger [23] in 1958, and Castro Chadid [9] in 
1984. 
In the real fields the problem is again considerably more complex, and is as yet unresolved. 
Examples of the work done in this area are: 
o In 1973, Weinberger showed that, assuming the Generalised Riemann Hypotheses, 
every real quadratic field is a simple field if and only if it is Euclidean under some 
Euclidean function. Since many real quadratic fields exist which are simple but not 
norm-Euclidean, this suggests that fields which are Euclidean but not norm-Euclidean 
exist. 
o Between 1985 and 1989, both Bedocchi [2], [3] and Nagata [34] published papers which 
worked towards proving that Q(V'i) is Euclidean. 
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o In 1994, Clark [12] proved that the real quadratic field, Q(/), is Euclidean but not 
norm-Euclidean. This was the first such field found. Lemmermeyer and Niklasch [35] 
both confirmed this result independently. 
2.4 k-Stage Euclidean fields 
A division chain starting from (a, /3) can be defined as follows: 
a - 71/3+ 61, 
/3 = 72P1 + 62, 
and so on. 
The idea of a k-stage Euclidean Algorithm is that the definition of a Euclidean Function 
(see section 2.3) is modified so that in at most k stages, the remainder will be less that /3, i.e. 
f(6) <f(j3),  where k' < k. Thus termination of the algorithm is still guaranteed. 
In 1964, O'Meara showed that every real quadratic number field is simple if and only if 
it is k-stage norm-Euclidean for some k. Vaserstein proved the same result in 1972 [38]. In 
1966, Cohn [16] proved that the only k-stage Euclidean imaginary quadratic fields are the 
Euclidean ones. 
There are many 2-stage norm-Euclidean fields which are not (1-stage) norm-Euclidean. 
The first of these is Q(v"i), others are, for example, Q(../i),D E {22,23,31,38}. Q(/) 
is the "largest" real quadratic 2-stage norm-Euclidean field found so far. A complete list of 
2-stage norm-Euclidean fields found to date is in [31]. Detailed discussion of k-stage Euclidean 
fields is also presented by Cooke [17], [18]. 
2.5 Quasi-Euclidean fields 
This concept is a natural extension of the idea of k-stage Euclidean fields where k is no longer 
bounded above. A field K = Q(iv) is quasi-Euclidean if we can find a function f : OK 
such that: 
f(a) = 0 #=> a = 0. 
Va, /3 E R, 0 $ 0, for some k E N, there exists a k-stage division chain such that 
f(6k) < f( 8). 
An equivalent condition, presented by Bougaut [6], is that K = Q(/) is quasi-Euclidean 
if there exists a function 0 such that: 
Va, /3 E OK, /3 :A 0, there exists 7,6 E OK such that 
a = 7/3+ 6,(/3,6) < 0 (a,/3). 
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In 1972, Vaserstein [38] stated that all simple fields are quasi-Euclidean with the 
exception of four imaginary fields, Q(/T), Q(/), Q(J7) and Q(v'- 163). Thus the 
only imaginary quasi-Euclidean fields are those which are also Euclidean. 
In 1980, Bougaut [6], working from Vaserstein's result, provided a functional definition 
for 0 , showing how it may actually be applied in Q(/7). 
2.6 Generalised Euclidean fields 
Johnson et al [29] presented the following definition: 
K = Q(/) is Generalised Euclidean (G.E.) if given a,fl E OK, 13 :A 0, and 
the ideal [a,,3] is principal, then there exists 7, 6 E OK such that a = y/9 +6, and 
IN(6)1 < IN(13)I. 
This definition allows the Euclidean Algorithm to be extended to principal ideals in 
non-principal ideal domains. 
They also present the following results: 
If K is an imaginary quadratic number field, it is Generalised Euclidean if and only if 
it is Euclidean. 
If D > 1 is squarefree and D 1 (mod 4), K = Q(v'fi) is G.E. only if K is already 
Euclidean, except where D = 10. 
If K = Q(v), where P ranges over all primes such that P 1 (mod 4), K is G.E. for 
only finitely many P. 
Furthermore, they conjecture that K is G.E. only if K is Euclidean except for the fields 
Q(Vi) and Q(/). 
2.7 Summary of current status 
In summary, the status for the imaginary quadratic fields is that: 
o A field, Q(-,I—D), is norm-Euclidean if and only if D E 1-1, —2, —3, —7, —11}. 
o These are the only imaginary fields which are Euclidean under any function, k-stage 
Euclidean, quasi-Euclidean or Generalised Euclidean. 
For the real quadratic fields: 
• The real norm-Euclidean fields are 
D E {2,3,5,6,7,11,13,17,19,21,29,33,37,41,57,73}. 
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o Assuming the GRH, every real quadratic field is simple if and only if it is Euclidean 
under some Euclidean function. 
o Q(\/) is Euclidean but not norm-Euclidean, but no other such fields have been found 
yet. 
• Every real quadratic number field is simple if and only if it is k-stage norm-Euclidean 
for some k. 
o many 2-stage norm-Euclidean fields which are not norm-Euclidean have been found. 
All simple real fields are quasi-Euclidean. 
o For D 2,3 (mod 4), K = Q(/) is G.E. only if K is already Euclidean, except where 
D=1O. 
o It is conjectured that K is G.E. only if K is Euclidean except for the fields Q(VI) and 
2.8 Finding the greatest common divisor between 
algebraic integers 
In the quadratic fields, little work has been done on finding the greatest common divisor 
between algebraic integers in non-principal ideal fields - most work has concentrated on 
whether fields are in some sense Euclidean, and has applied in general to simple fields only. 
In a unique factorisation domain, the existence of a gcd, 5, of any two integers, a and 8 
say, implies the existence of two integers and p in the domain such that 
S =a1+8p. 	 (2.1) 
However, given two integers a and /3 in a non-principal ideal domain, if the ideal [a, )3] 
is non-principal, clearly this does not hold - by definition [6] = [a, ,3] cannot be found and 
such integers y and p satisfying (2.1) do not exist in the domain. For example, taking a = 2 
and 3 = 1 + 1 is the largest integer which divides both of these integers in Q(/), 
but 
1 = 27 + (1 + 
is not solvable. Thus, although a largest divisor common to both integers can be 
calculated, it is not a gcd by the common definition of the term (see section 1.2.3), which 
assumes that (2.1) holds also. 
Finding the generators of principal ideals has been done before: 
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o In 1935, MacDuffee and Jenkins [32] solved this problem using integral matrices. 
However, various stages of the computational method are ill-defined; for example, at 
one stage of the algorithm two matrices are sought, and the authors state that 
"determination of [these two matrices] is a tentative process, but it requires 
only a finite number of trials, and in practice proves to be quite simple" 
o In 1987, Buchmann and Williams [7] produced an efficient and effective method for 
determining whether an ideal is principal or not, and if it is, providing its generator. 
The basic idea is that, given an ideal, another ideal in the same class is found which 
is 'reduced' (in some sense minimal). It is then possible to see whether this reduced 
ideal is principal or not, as all reduced principal ideals can be calculated prior to the 
running of the main algorithm. If the reduced ideal is principal, the original one must 
also be, and the algorithm can also calculate a generator. Although the functionality 
of this algorithm is very similar to that of the algorithm presented below, the methods 
used are very different, and for this reason Buchmann and Williams' algorithm is not 
discussed in detail here. 
Although these methods are both valid, and Buchmann and Williams' method is 
demonstrably practical, neither relate strongly to the Euclidean Algorithm or the Euclidean 
condition in fields. Thus it is felt that the method presented in this thesis is of interest 
because of its concentration on the Euclidean Algorithm. This work possibly falls 
somewhere between more moderate alterations to the Euclidean condition, and solving the 
problem of finding generators for principal ideals. 
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Expressing an ideal using a 
standard basis 
This chapter discusses the method used to reduce the size of a generating set for an ideal 
from many elements to a standard basis for the ideal. This stage is essentially independent 
of the other stages of the algorithm, which are strongly linked, and thus is discussed first. 
Methods for reducing a generating set for an ideal to two elements which form a standard 
basis for that ideal are discussed in several texts, for example Cohn [14] and Keng [30]. 
The method followed here is structurally based on a method discussed in [14], although 
the Euclidean Algorithm and the minor optimisations employed here are not used in that 
text. The technique used to ensure that a standard basis is found is suggested in [30]. The 
algorithm presented in the following chapters for finding a gcd (if one exists) between two 
algebraic integers could in fact be used at this stage, with pairs of elements within a generating 
set being repeatedly replaced by their gcds, but this would be less efficient than the method 
presented below. 
For any quadratic number field, K - Q(/), the algorithm used to reduce a generating 
set for an ideal, [ai+bi'/, a2 +b2v', say, where a1+bV' E OK, 1 < i < 
to a standard basis, [a, b + c/], where a E Z, b + ciö E OK, is as follows: 
Replace the first two elements in the ideal, a1 +bi vT and a2+b2/ with a', b'+c'V'i, 
where [ai + b1 v", a2 + b2/—D] = [a', b' + c'v"]. The latter condition means that the 
new generating set, [a', b' + c' /, a3 + b3/, ..., a, + b,, -v/D1 will generate the same 
ideal as the original generating set. The method for calculating a' and b' + c'V' and 
proof that [a1 + bii/, a2 + b2v'] = [a', b' + c'v'] is presented in section 3.1. 
Once a' and Y+ c'/D have been calculated, if a' 0 0, try to reduce a' and b' as follows: 
(a) Recalculate a' to be the gcd of a' and the smallest rational integer, i say, which 
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can be generated from Y+ 	If b' = 0, i = (c'v"i)/ = c'D. Otherwise, the 
greatest common divisor, h say, between b' and c' is calculated and i = (t) 2+:!2D) 
(b) Reduce b' modulo a' so that it is smaller than a' and minimal. 
These steps are taken for efficiency, as the algorithm works faster on smaller numbers. 
It is clear that neither of these replacements will alter the ideal, as in both cases the 
original element can be reconstructed from the element replacing it in the generating 
set and the elements added were already in the ideal, so nothing has been removed from 
or added to the ideal. 
Having replaced a 1 + bl\/ and a2 + b2/ with a' and b' + c"./, b' + c'i/iö and 
a3 + b 3 / are then replaced by a rational integer and an algebraic integer belonging 
to OK,  a" and b" + c"/, say, using the same method. Thus the generating set is now 
[a', a", b" + c"/, a4 + b4',/, ..., a + bv" ]. 
If a' and a" are both non-zero, they are then replaced by a" = gcd(a', a"), using the 
standard Euclidean Algorithm, as these variables will be rational integers. If a' = 0 or 
a" = 0, a" = a" or a' respectively. 
Step 2 is then repeated for a" and b" + 
The generating set is now [a", b"+c"V'i, a4+b4v1i, ..., a+bv']; continue to reduce 
in this fashion (i.e. executing steps 3-5) until there are only two elements, x and y+z./, 
left in the ideal. 
To ensure that a standard basis is produced, two elements are added to the ideal: 
(y + z/) * vD = zD + yV—D and 	The reason for adding these elements, and 
the proof that the resulting generating set, once it is reduced to two elements, is indeed 
a standard basis for the ideal, are presented in [30]. 
Reduce [x, y + zfö, zD + y./, x/i] following the method used above to obtain a 
standard basis, [a, b + 
3.1 Simplifying the expression of any two elements in a 
generating set 
The following process is used to replace two algebraic integers, a 1 + bj -/_D and a2 + b2/b, 
say, with a rational and an algebraic integer, a' and b' + c'VT: 
o If b 1 =0 then a' = a1 ,b' = a2 and c' = b2 . 
o Likewise, if b2 = 0 then a' = a2, b' = a1 and c' = b 1 . 
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o If a 1 = a2 = 0, then a' and b' are both set to 0, and c' = gcd(b i ,b2). Since ai and 
a2 are rational integers, b 1 and b2 are rational integers also, so the standard Euclidean 
Algorithm can be used to find the gcd of b 1 and b2 . 
o Otherwise, let a = a1  + b1./ and  /3 = a2 + b2\/ and suppose that b2 <b1 : 
While (b2 :A 0) do 
find rational integers q, r such that b 1 = qb2 + r, and I rl is minimal; 
temp a; 
a 	,8; 
/3 	temp - q/3; 
od; 
Return (a,fl); 
Since b2 = 0, )3 will be a rational integer, so set a' = 3 and b' + c'./ = a. This does 
not change the ideal which is expressed by the generating set, as the element replacing 
/3 at each step belongs to the ideal, and the old value of /3 can clearly be regained 
from the new element and a, so nothing has been lost. Furthermore, this process must 
terminate, as I rl decreases at every iteration, as with the standard Euclidean Algorithm, 
and therefore must reach 0. If D 1 (mod 4), r may have denominator 2 or 1, whilst 
q is still a rational integer, ensuring that new values of 3 belong to the ideal. 
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Finding principal ideal 
generators in simple fields 
This chapter discusses finding the (principal) greatest common divisor between algebraic 
integers in simple fields, thus presenting a method by which a two element generating set 
for an ideal may be reduced to one element in these fields. As discussed in section 2.1, in 
simple fields all ideals are principal and factorisation of algebraic integers is unique. This 
makes the process of finding a gcd between two algebraic integers in a simple field much 
more straightforward then in other quadratic fields, even if the simple field is not Euclidean. 
Examining simple fields first provides a simpler way in which to explain the basis of the full 
algorithm discussed in the following chapters, which finds generators for principal ideals in 
any quadratic number field; the additional computation required to deal with non-principal 
ideal fields obscures the core techniques somewhat. 
One imaginary simple field, Q(/T[P), is examined in section 4.1, to provide a specific 
example how the Euclidean Algorithm fails in non-Euclidean simple fields. The modification 
required to make the Euclidean Algorithm valid in this field is presented. The technique is 
then generalised to all imaginary simple fields, and then further adapted to handle real simple 
fields in an efficient manner also. 
4.1 Finding the gcd of algebraic integers in one simple 
imaginary field 
Q(/J) is the first imaginary quadratic simple field which is not Euclidean, and thus for 
which the problem of finding a gcd between two algebraic integers in the field is non-trivial. 
Applying the standard Euclidean Algorithm, the problem in this field is that the algorithm is 
not guaranteed to terminate - i.e. the condition IN(6)1 < N(#)l (see section 1.3) does not 
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necessarily hold at every iteration of the algorithm. 
This can be shown using an argument similar to that used in section 2.2.1 to show which 
imaginary quadratic fields Q(/:T), —D 1 (mod 4) are Euclidean. Taking any a, ,8 E 
OK,/3 0 O,K - Q(/i), we wish to find 7,6 E OK such that 
a = 7/3 + 6, and I N(6)I < I N(/3)I, or, equivalently, = - and 	<1. 
0 	13 	 13 
Let =ai+a2'/T and 7= b1+b2V'1. As N( 3 )= N((ai —bi)+(a2 — b2)\/1i) = 
(ai - b 1 ) 2 + 1902 - b2 ) 2 , to minimise N(.) it is more important to minimise (a 2 - b2 ) than 
(ai - b 1 ). Thus b2 is set to be the closest allowable (i.e. with denominator 1 or 2) rational 
number to a 2 , so that Ia2 - b2 < . b 1 must then have the same denominator as b2 , thus 
Iai - bi< . 
Therefore 
N() = N((a i - b 1 ) + (a2 - b2)VI  
~ N( +/T) 
1 	19 	23 
~ 4 16 16 
So, N(-) cannot be guaranteed to be less than 1 for all values of a and /3 in OK. 
	
For example, if the gcd of a 	17 and /3 = —7 - 	 were sought, then on the first 
iteration of the algorithm, 2 = - + 	and the value of which minimises 6 is —2, 
SO = + b/T. Then N() = 	+ = . However, if we were to multiply a by 2,0 	16 16 	4 
then 	= - + 	and the value of 7  which minimises 6 is also -  + 1 	making 
6 = = 0. As 6 = 0, —7— 	is returned as the gcd, but it is the gcd of 2a and /3. Since 
17 is not divisible by 2, but both 34 and —7— 	are, an extra factor of 2 is present in the 
gcd; this can simply be removed, returning - - /1i as the gcd of 17 and —7 - 
This technique works for all algebraic integers in Q(/T); the algorithm is as shown in 
figure 4.1. 
We must satisfy ourselves of two facts concerning this algorithm; that it will terminate 
(i.e. N(6) < N(/3) at every iteration), and that it produces the gcd of the algebraic integers 
it is given. The latter can be shown if we can show that, except for extending the standard 
Euclidean Algorithm to deal with algebraic integers, the functionality of this algorithm is 
equivalent to that of the standard Euclidean Algorithm. 
Firstly we will deal with termination; taking any two integers, a and 3, at any iteration, 
if N(b) < N(3), then there is no problem. If N(S) > N(fl), then N(s) ~ 1. Given that 
(a 1 - b 1 ) 2 < , . 19(a 2 - b2 ) 2 must be greater than or equal to Thus (a 2 - b2) 2  ~ , so, a s 
a2 - b21 < , a2 - b21 lies between 	(which we can round down to 0.198) and 1 . If a is 
multiplied by 2, then 2a = 27/3+26, and 	= 	—27. Thus the value of 1a2-b21 is doubled, so 
that this value now lies between 0.396 and 0.5. This value can then be minimised by bringing 
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Inputs: a,/3 
gcd_divisor := 1; 
While (/1 0) do 
Find y, S such that a = 'y/3 + 6, and N(S) is minimal; 
If (N(S) ~! N(,C)) then 
Find y, S such that 2a = 7/3 + 6, and N(S) is minimal; 
Let a =2a',pEA(,2  
Let 13 = 20' q E ii, 2 1/3'; 
If (p < q) then 





Outputs: gcd divisor 
Figure 4.1: Finding the gcd between algebraic integers in Q(/ -1) 
b 2 as close to a2 as possible, to be less than , i.e. 0 < a2 - b21 < 0.104. It may be necessary 
to alter b 1 too, so that it is as close to a 1 as possible and is still an algebraic integer. As 
before it can be adjusted so that Ja i - I < . So N(.) = N((a j - b 1 ) + (a2 - b2)/ T) lies 
between and 4 	20 
Secondly, there is the functionality of the algorithm to consider. At each iteration, a 
may be multiplied by 2, which could affect the final result. If a = 2.a',p E .,V,2 a' and 
/3 = 2./3',q E 11,2 ,f/3', then the gcd, 6, will be S 
= 2m(P,q)•5I, 2 AS'. Thus if p ~! q, 
multiplying a by 2 and increasing p to p + 1 clearly has no effect. If however, p < q, then 
min(p+ 1, q) will increase, and the gcd will be incorrect. This is simply remedied by recording 
every such factor of 2 accumulated through the course of the algorithm and then removing 
them from the result to obtain the gcd. Since we know already (see chapter 2) that the 
Euclidean Algorithm using the norm function is valid in OK  if it is guaranteed to terminate, 
and we can see that the algorithm given above will terminate, and that the factors added 
during the execution of the algorithm will not affect its operating as the Euclidean Algorithm 
would we therefore have a valid method for finding the gcd of two algebraic integers in 
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Q(vcT). 
This process is simple because of the property of unique factorisation in simple fields; more 
complex solutions must be found for non-simple fields, as will be shown in the next chapter. 
4.2 Generalisation of the method for all simple quadratic 
fields 
There are only three other simple imaginary quadratic fields - Q(/), Q(/7) and 
Q(/T). In Q(/T), multiplying a by 2 is sufficient to ensure that N(S) is always less 
than N(3). Simple calculations show that in Q(/4) a may need to be multiplied by 2 or 3 
to ensure termination; in Q(/) 4 is used also, and in Q(i/-163) the rational integers 2-7 
are used. The algorithm needs some modification to deal with these fields, but the changes 
are very straightforward. Basically, instead of just multiplying a by 2 if N(S) ~! N(3), all 
possible multiples must be tried until one is found for which N(S) < N(j3). If the multiplier 
is prime, then the power of the multiplier in both a and /3 is found and noted if necessary, as 
is done in the algorithm above for the multiplier 2. If the multiplier is not prime, its factors 
must be dealt with in a similar way. As IDI grows larger, more possible multipliers of a 
are required to ensure termination of the algorithm - as we have seen this is not a serious 
issue for the imaginary simple fields, but in the real fields working out which rational integer 
multipliers are required and trying each successively on a to reduce the size of S would be 
cumbersome and unnecessarily time-consuming. 
An efficient alternative is to make use of Farey sequences. A Farey sequence, FN,  of order 
N, consists of the rational numbers i such that 0 < 1 < 1, gcd(1, k) = 1 and 0 < k < N, 
arranged in increasing order. One property of Farey sequences, used in the calculations below, 
is that given any two consecutive numbers in the sequence, L andsay, k + k' > N. For a 
given field, Q(/), the size of the sequence is chosen as follows: 
bound = 	x 
N= I t, ound +hl 
In other words, 
N = [4\/FñT +11 
The reason for choosing this sequence size is clarified below, where the use of the Farey 
sequence in this context is explained. 
Once N has been found, generating the Farey sequence for N is straightforward: 
fare y[O] := 0; 
farey[1] := 1; 
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For i = 1 to N-i do 
For j = i+1 to N do 
If(gcd(i,j) = 1) then 
insert i/j in the appropriate position in the array; 
od; 
od; 
The complexity of the algorithm is 0(N 3), as inserting each element into the array has 
complexity 0(N). There are more efficient methods for generating a Farey sequence; this 
method was chosen because it is very simple, and since it is only run once for any given 
field, the efficiency is not an issue so long as it compares favourably to that of the rest of the 
algorithm. 
This sequence is then used in the algorithm to find, for any given a, a rational integer 
multiplier, k say, such that for ka = -y/3 + 6 where IN(6)1 is minimal, IN(6)1 < IN(fl)I: 
given . = a + b\/i, consecutive elements in the Farey sequence, 1 and fr are found 
such that <b < 
Assume k to be the lesser of k, k', 
1< kb < Li 
I < kb < 1+ 
I < kb < 1+ , since the greater of k, k'> , as k + k' > N. 
Taking bound as defined above, r < bound, so the fractional part of kb < bound. The 
fractional part of ka <, so N(*)I  < + 	-D = 1. Thus IN(S)! < N0 8)I. 
The resulting algorithm is then as shown in figure 4.2. 
Although factorisation can be time-consuming, factoring k in the above algorithm does 
not present a problem, as N will be relatively small compared to D (approximating 2f as 
D gets larger). For example, considering the field Q(/1000001), N is 2311, thus factoring 
any k between 1 and N will be a quick operation. For fields of such size, determining whether 
or not the field is simple, and thus whether the above algorithm is valid in the field will be 
a much more costly exercise. The factors of each value k used are stored once calculated to 
lower computational costs if the same value is used again. 
The termination of this algorithm has already been discussed; the multipliers chosen ensure 
that at every iteration IN(S)! < IN(fl)I, thus the algorithm must terminate. We can also see 
that the factors which may be added to the result during the execution of the algorithm are 
removed. Thus, as with the algorithm presented in section 4.1, we have a valid method for 
finding the gcd of two algebraic integers, in this case within any simple quadratic field. 
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Inputs: a,fl 
gcd_divisor := 1; 
While (i3 :A 0) do 
Find 7,6 such that a = -)8 + 6, and N(5)l is minimal; 
If (IN()I ~! 1N(8))- then 
Let a + b/ := 
Find consecutive elements in the Farey sequence, and f such that b 
lies between these elements; 
Find the lesser denominator from these elements, k say; 
Find 7,6 such that ka = -yfi + 5, and IN(5)I  is minimal; 
For each of k's prime factors, f do 
Let a=fl'a',pE.A/,f ,J'a'; 
Let /3__f/3' ,q EJ./ , f 18'; 
Let k = frk, r EJ.f,f %k'; 
If (p < q) 







Figure 4.2: Finding the gcd between algebraic integers in any quadratic simple field 
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4.3 Summary of the algorithm used to find principal 
ideal generators in simple fields 
To summarise, given any generating set for any ideal in a simple quadratic field, Q(v'), the 
single generator for that ideal is found as follows: 
Generate the Farey sequence for Q(v). 
Reduce the generating set for the ideal to a standard basis, [a,,8] say, using the method 
presented in chapter 3. 
Find the gcd of a and 1 using the algorithm presented in section 4.2. 
Here we have a straightforward, efficient way to find principal ideal generators in simple 
quadratic fields, making use of an algorithm which differs little from the standard Euclidean 
Algorithm. 
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Finding principal ideal 
generators in any quadratic 
number field 
The method for finding principal ideal generators presented in chapter 4 needs considerable 
additions to handle algebraic integers in non-simple quadratic fields. As will be seen, this is 
because unique factorisation of algebraic integers is not guaranteed in non-simple fields. This 
chapter presents an extended version of the algorithm used in simple fields, which will work in 
any quadratic number field. Firstly, we will take an example where non-unique factorisation 
causes the algorithm presented in the last chapter to fail, in order to illustrate the method 
to be used. Taking the non-simple field Q(/): if a = 18 and 3 = 1 - then the 
algorithm presented in the previous chapter will multiply a by 3 on the first iteration, so 
3a = 54 = (1 - /)(1 + 	and 1 - 	will be returned as the gcd of 3a and /3. 
As a = 32 2 and 3 = 3°(1 - 	gcd4ivisor will be 1. However, 1 - 	is not a divisor 
of 18, thus the calculation is incorrect. If factorisation were unique, this situation would not 
arise; multiplying a by 3 would introduce a possible extra factor of 3, or one of 3's factors, in 
the gcd but nothing else. However, where factorisation is not unique, multiplying a by 3 in 
this case gives us 54, which has two possible factorisations: (1 - v/— 53)(1 + /) and 32, 
so the possibility of finding a gcd which is not a factor of a arises - i.e. factors belong to 3a 
but to neither 3 nor a. 
One solution to this problem is to view a, /3 and multipliers of a as ideals instead of 
algebraic integers at stages of the algorithm where unique factorisation is an issue; thus 
unique factorisation may in some form be restored. A full explanation of the algorithm using 
ideals is given in this chapter; here the example above is worked through to give some feel for 
both the process and the data necessary to execute it. Given a = 18 and /3 = 1 - as 
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before, a is again multiplied by 3. The gcd is again returned as 1 - a/; this time however, 
we regard the problem in terms of ideals — [1 - /] is the greatest common (ideal) divisor 
of [3] [18] and [1 - /]. The ideal [3] is the product of two prime ideal factors, [3, 1 + 
and [3, 1— 	— we now check whether either of these factors needs to be removed from 6. 
We do this as follows: if, for a prime ideal factor, P, [a] = P.X, [/3] = pq • y and [6] = 
where P does not divide any of the ideals X, Y or Z, then if min(p, q) < r, [6] must be 
divided by P r - min(p, q) times. As was mentioned in section 1.2, if an ideal A divides 
another ideal B, then B c A. So, firstly we need to look for rational integers p, q and r such 
that [3,1 + /]" I [18], [3,1 + ./]c' I [1— '/] and [3,1 + 	I [6], where 6 is 
also [1 - \/], and likewise for [3,1 - 	In the first case, p = 2, q = 0 and r = 0, 
_53so this factor has not affected the gcd. However, [18] C [3, 1 - 	= [9, 1 - -s/ 	but 
[18] [3, 1 - /] 3 = [81,26— \/], whilst [1 - C [3,1 - thus an extra 
factor of [3, 1 - /] has been added to the gcd and must be removed. If we were to divide 
[1 - /] by [3, 1 - the result would be an ideal expressed by two elements; thus 
we would have to find, if possible, the gcd of the two new elements, making matters very 
complicated. Instead, we can discover the ideal class which [3, 1 - /] belongs to, then 
we have the following solution: if [3, 1 - /] belongs to any class other than [1], then 
will be non-principal also (see [14]). Otherwise, [3, 1 - 	can be expressed as 
• principal ideal, [A] say, and 	can be calculated. In this case, [3, 1 - \/] is not 
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• principal ideal, thus 	is non-principal and there is no proper gcd between 18 and 
1 - 	Therefore [18, 1 - \/] is a non-principal ideal. 
The algorithm is divided into distinct stages: the generation of a Farey sequence of spec-
ified size N, finding the class structure for the field and factoring the rational integers from 
2 to N into prime ideal factors can be viewed as an 'initialisation phase'; this work need be 
done once only for any given quadratic number field. The information, once calculated, is 
stored to file so that it can simply be read in if the algorithm is run in a field it has been used 
for before. The second stage is the process of reducing a generating set from many elements 
to a standard basis, as discussed in chapter 3. The final stage is the the main algorithm 
to find the single algebraic integer generating the input ideal if it is principal. This chapter 
deals with the first and last stages the initialisation procedures and the central process of 
finding a gcd between two algebraic integers if it exists. A summary of the entire algorithm 
is presented in section 5.6. 
5.1 Initialisation procedures 
As we have just seen, when a new field is selected for which the algorithm is to be used, various 
pieces of information concerning the field have to be calculated and stored. Calculating this 
information is in fact the most time consuming and complex area of the whole algorithm. 
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This section details the data required and discusses the methods used to obtain it. Examples 
of the execution of the initialisation procedures in Q(/ -1) and Q(/) are presented in 
appendix A. 
The initialisation procedures break down into three distinct parts: 
Generating a Farey sequence. 
Calculating ideal class information. 
Factoring each rational integer from 2 to N into prime ideal factors, where N is the size 
of the Farey sequence. 
The first of these stages has already been covered in section 4.2, and is not discussed again 
here. Before the other stages are described, the method for calculating whether two ideals 
belong to the same ideal class or not, which is central to several of the initialisation processes, 
is described. 
5.2 Determining whether or not two ideals belong to the 
same class 
The process of determining whether two ideals belong to the same class of not is quite complex, 
and differs substantially depending on whether the ideals are in a real or an imaginary field. 
Throughout the initialisation procedures it is often necessary to check whether two ideals 
belong to the same class or not, but the set of ideals for which this check is required is 
restricted. Either both ideals, A and B, will be prime ideal factors of a rational integer 
between 2 and N, or B will be such an ideal, and A the product of two such ideals. In either 
case, the norm of these ideals will be relatively small. Thus the method presented below is 
designed to handle 'small' ideals, and would be inefficient for ideals of large norm. 
The basic structure of the algorithm is as follows: 
Given ideals A and B 
Find B', the complement of B (i.e BY 	[1]). 
Find AB' - if A B then AB' 
Check whether AB' [1]. 
Besides ideals A and B there is an additional input, p, to the algorithm, which is the 
rational integer which B is a prime factor of. The algorithm outputs true or false if the 
ideals are in the same class or in different classes respectively. If they are in the same class, 
another output, .A is produced, where ..\ is an algebraic number such that \B = A. 
Stages (1) and (2) are very straightforward; all rational integers from 2 to N are factored 
into prime ideal factors early in the initialisation process; thus B' is recorded in this list and 
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is easily obtained. The ideal AB' is calculated by using ideal multiplication then reducing 
the resulting ideal to a standard basis using the algorithm presented in chapter 3. Next we 
must check whether or not AB' [1]. Suppose AB' is represented by [a,,81 (noting that a 
is in fact a rational integer as well as an algebraic integer). Given the bounded size of inputs 
A and B, a and /3 will be relatively small also, and we can determine whether [a, 13] [1] by 
exhaustively checking whether or not a and /3 have a greatest common divisor which could 
replace them in the ideal generating set. Firstly, we check if the rational integer gcd of a 
and N(13) is 1; if so, this can be returned immediately as their gcd, and A is returned as l/p; 
[p] = BY and [1] = AB', so 11pB = A. Otherwise, we check whether 
a and 3 have a gcd by 
finding all divisors of a (in real fields, non-associated divisors only are found, as each divisor 
may have infinitely many associates (see section 1.1.2)), and seeing which ones divide /3 also. 
As this routine is called many times throughout the initialisation processes, and each a may 
occur more than once, a's divisors are stored in a table so they do not have to be recalculated 
the next time a is used. If no divisors are found, then a and 8 have no gcd, and the routine 
terminates returning false. Otherwise, a and 8 do have a gcd, 8, which is the product of all 
the common divisors found, and the routine returns true and A = ([8] = AB', [p] = BB', 
and BB' = A, so B = A). 
The method for finding the divisors of a differs depending on whether the ideals are in 
a real or an imaginary field. In an imaginary field, we simply check all algebraic integers, p 
say, such that N(p) < a. This set of integers is well defined and thus simple to check. In 
real fields the calculation is much more complex. The algorithm used is called recursively; 
basically, given a, it finds all solutions to z2 - Dy 2  = a, and also recurses on every rational 
integer divisor of a, so that all divisors of a are found. The method for finding all solutions 
to x 2 - Dy 2  = a which is now described is taken from [30], where a proof of its correctness 
can be found. 
The method uses information related to the continued fraction expansion of 	so at 
the very beginning of the initialisation procedures for any real field, the continued fraction 
expansion of /i is calculated (every irreducible quadratic has a unique periodic continued 
fraction representation), along with other related values. The sequences of rational integers 




are calculated as follows: 
M O := 0; 
mi 	aj_iqj_i - rn.i, i > 1; 
1; 
qi := D - rn; 
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q := 	+ a_ i (m_ i - m1 )), i > 2; 
i> 0 ; qj 
Since the continued fraction is periodic, we calculate only one cycle. There may be leading 
digits before the cycle begins, so the total sequence length is r say, the cycle length plus the 
leading sequence length. We then calculate further rational integer sequences h, k1 and s2 as 
follows: 
h0 := 0; 
h 1 := 1; 
:= a1 _ 2 h1_1 + h_2, i > 2; 
k0 : 	1; 
k 1 := 0; 
ki 	a_2 k_1 + k1_ 2 , i > 2; 
s1 := h - Dk, i ~ 0. % 
Values up to hr , k r and Sr  are computed. Therefore, 
so = —D, 
si = 1, 
S2 = a 2 0 - D, 
S3 = (a i ao + 1)2 - Da 
and so on. 
The values of s2  represent all possible values less than ./75 for which any h and k value can 
be found. Some values greater than /5 may also be found. Having calculated these values, 
the algebraic integers dividing any a less than /i5 can be obtained immediately. For values 
of a greater than v"D [30] provides a method for finding the divisors, reducing a and calling 
the algorithm recursively. The full algorithm for finding the divisors of a rational integer a 
is as shown in figure 5.2. 
5.3 Calculating ideal class information 
As was shown in the example presented in the introduction to this chapter, the algorithm to 
find principal ideal generators in any quadratic number field requires the prime ideal factors 
of the rational integers 2, ..., N, where N is the order of the Farey sequence used in the given 
field. The ideal class each factor belongs to is also required, as is the class of the product 
of any two ideal factors. It is more efficient to compute this information once and store it; 
calculations concerning the ideal classes are done first and are described in this section; the 
method used for factoring the integers from 2 to N is explained in the following section. 
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Inputs: a 
count := 0; 
If (a > /) then 
for I = 0 to a/2 do 
if (12 D (mod a)) then 
X := (12 - 
recurse with x as input, returning a list, part _soin, and an integer 
part-count, noting how many items are in the list; 
soil := i/x + 11x/; 
so12 := 11s - l/x/; 
for i = 0 to part-count do 
soin[count] := soil * part_soln[i]; 
soin[count + 11 := so12 * part_soln[i]; 





for i = 0 to r do 
if (si = a) then 
soln[count] := h + 
soin[count + 11 := hi - k/; 
count := count + 2; 
fi; 
od; 
Outputs: soin, count 
Figure 5.1: Finding the algebraic integer divisors of a rational integer in real fields 
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The following class information is calculated: 
o A list of the ideal classes which the prime ideal factors of 2 to N belong to, each class 
being represented by an ideal within the class, in the form of a standard basis. 
o A table detailing, for each pair of classes represented by ideals A and B, which class 
AB lies in. In fact, the entry in the table for AB is AC where A is an algebraic number, 
C is the ideal representing the class to which AB belongs and AC = AB. 
To build up this information, we go through the following stages: 
• Finding the required classes firstly involves factoring all rational primes less than or 
equal to N into prime ideal factors. In most cases, an ideal from every class in the 
field will be found in this list of factors; for 0 > D > —100, there are only two fields, 
Q(/) and Q(i/), for which this is not true. 
• Using the list of prime ideal factors, build the list of ideal classes. 
Using these classes, build the table in which the class which the product of each pair 
of classes belongs to is stored. It is possible that some of these classes will not have 
been registered in the previous stages; if so, the algorithm detects this and adds the 
new class to the list of classes, and the table is extended accordingly. 
So, the first stage involves finding the rational primes less than N: 
For i = 2 to N do 
If (any integer j < /(i) divides i) then 
move on to the next i; 
else 
i is prime, record it in a list of rational primes; 
fi; 
od; 
To factor these rational primes into prime ideal factors, for each prime p, its prime ideal 
factors are determined as follows ([14]): 
If p= 2 then 
[2] 





if d = D 5 (mod 8) 
ifd=D 1 (mod 8) 
if D —1 (mod 4) 
if D 2 (mod 4) 
where d is the discriminant, as defined in section 1.1.1, of the field Q(/D). 
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If p> 2 then 
[] 	 if p %D and x 2 D (mod p) is unsolvable 
[p] 	x + v'J 	- i/b] if p XD and x2 D (mod p) 
[,v'] 2 	 ifplD. 
For any rational prime p greater than two, if p 4D the ideal factors are determined 
according to whether D is a quadratic residue modulo p or not. A routine to calculate this, 
and return x such that x 2 D (mod p) if D is a quadratic residue is: 
For x = 1 to (p-1)/2 do 





There are more sophisticated ways of calculating quadratic residues, but a simple method is 
adequate for this purpose. 
To find the ideal class structure, the following routine is used: 
class[O] := [1]; 
For every rational prime p< N with non-principal ideal factors do 
For every class C already identified do 
If (the first ideal factor of p is in the same class as C) then 
move on to check the second ideal factor of p; 
od; 
If (this factor does not belong to any class) then 
form a new class; 
Repeat the process for second ideal factor of p; 
od; 
Finally, the table of products of pairs of ideals representing classes is constructed: 
For every class, represented by A, do 
For every class, represented by B, do 
If (position (A, B) in the table has not already been filled) then 
Find C = AB; 
Reduce C to a standard basis; 
For every class, represented by D, do 
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If (C and D are in the same class) then 
insert D and \, as obtained from same-class 
(described in section 5.2), at (A, B) and (B, A); 
od; 
If (C doesn't belong to any class) then 




5.4 Factoring the rational integers 2, ..., N into 
prime ideal factors 
The final phase of the initialisation process is to list the prime ideal factors for each rational 
integer from 2 to N. These values will be used as multipliers of elements whose gcd is sought, 
and thus, as was described earlier, their prime ideal factors are required. Calculating and 
storing these once is clearly more efficient than recalculating prime ideal factors each time a 
given integer is used. This list is expressed in two different forms. In the first representation 
each factor, A say, is expressed using a standard basis; in the second, factors are expressed as 
AB 	 (5.1) 
where B is the ideal representing the class to which the prime ideal factor belongs, and .\ is 
an algebraic number such that ,\ = ,8/a and a, 3 are algebraic integers such that aA = 3B. 
Thus two lists are constructed - each element of the first list is one of the rational integers 
from two to N, followed by a list of its prime ideal factors represented using a standard basis. 
The second list is similar except that the factors are expressed as shown in equation 5.1 above. 
No factor need be listed more than once. Constructing these lists is relatively straightforward. 
In section 5.3 it was mentioned that when the prime ideal factors which are used to build up 
the class structure for a given field are calculated, so too are the prime ideal factors for all 
rational integers less than or equal to N. Thus to divide each rational integer 2, ..., N into its 
prime ideal factors, all that need to be done is: 
For i=2toN 	 - 
temp := i; 
j := 2; 
While (j < /Thi) do 
Find k such that j k I temp; 
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If (k >0) then 
Find j in the list of rational primes (as constructed in section 5.3), 
and add its ideal factors to the list of i's factors; 
temp := temp/jk; 
j := j + 1; 
od; 
If (temp :A 1) then 
Find temp in the list of rational primes, and add its ideal factors to the 
list of i's factors; 
fi; 
Representing the prime ideal factors in terms of the class they belong to is then done as 
follows: 
For every rational integer i in the above list do 
For every ideal factor, P, of i do 
If (P is principal) then 
Set the class for P to [1], ..\ to a, where P = [a]; 
else 
found := false; 
For every class, represented by the ideal A do 
If (P = A) then 
:= 1; 
Store A as the class P belongs to; 
found := true; 
od; 
If (not(found)) then 
For every class, represented by the ideal A do 
If (P is in the same class as A (using the routine 
same-class, as detailed in section 5.2)) then 
Store \ as calculated by same-class; 





There are two loops through every ideal class in the above code; this is because the 
factors are often the same as class identifiers, and doing a straightforward match is much 
more efficient than calling same-class. 
5.5 Finding the gcd of algebraic integers in any quadratic 
number field 
Having gathered the necessary information about the ideal classes in Q(/), generated a 
Farey sequence, and stored representations of the rational integers 2, ..., N as products of 
prime ideals, the algorithm to find the smallest possible generating set for an ideal in this 
field can be run for any number of ideals in the field. It has two stages: firstly, a generating 
set for an ideal is reduced to a standard basis as described in chapter 3. Then the algorithm 
presented below is used to reduce the standard basis to one element if the ideal is principal. 
Two examples of the execution of the algorithm are given in appendix A. 
In addition to presenting the algorithm, its guaranteed termination and its functionality 
are also discussed. 
The core of the algorithm is very similar to that presented in section 4.2; however, much 
more book-keeping and post-processing is necessary, as will be seen. The core algorithm is as 
shown in figure 5.5. 
The results of this algorithm are most easily explained by considering it in terms of ideals; 
ideals [a] and [3] are input, then at any given iteration, i say, of the algorithm, the 'current' [a] 
is multiplied by some ideal [ks ], where 1 < k 2 < N. If the algorithm iterates n times for given 
inputs a and 3, the output is then possibly affected by factors from any of [k 1 ], [k2], ..., (k]. 
Thus the output is an ideal, [5] say, which is the greatest common ideal divisor of [a] and 
[8], with possible additional factors added by the [k1], which must be removed. It should be 
noted that the greatest common ideal divisor of [a] and [8] may not be a principal ideal, in 
which case there is no algebraic integer gcd between a and /3. The functional behaviour of 
this algorithm is treated more formally in section 5.5.2. 
In addition to this output, we also have a list, kdist, of all the prime ideals which are 
factors of the ideals [ks ]. We now have to remove all prime ideal factors in which arise 
from the [ks ]. If a factor in kiist, P say, divides [O-d  r times, and divides [a] and [3] p 
and q times respectively, then if r is greater than the lesser of p and q, r - rnin(p, q) extra 
factors of P have been introduced into 6.. 1 by the k, and must be removed. Such factors 
are recorded in a list, divide-list: 
me 
Inputs: a,/3 
kiist := null; 
While (/3 0) do 
Find y, 6 such that a = 'y/3 + 6, and I 1IT(6) is minimal; 
If (IN(6 )I > N0/3)I) then 
Let a + b/ := 
Find consecutive elements in the Farey sequence, andsuch that 
b lies between these elements; 
Find the lesser denominator from these elements, k say; 
Find 7,6 such that ka = y/3 + 6, and IN(6)I is minimal; 
For each of k's prime ideal factors, P, do 
If (P V kdist) then 
kdist := kiist :: P; 
fi; 
od; 
temp := ka; 
else 
temp := a; 
fi; 
a 
/3 := temp - / 3; 	(y is such that (k)cx = 1/3 + 6) 
od; 
Outputs: a 
Figure 5.2: The core algorithm for finding the gcd between algebraic integers in any quadratic 
number field 
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divide-list := null; 
For each factor P E k_list do 
Calculate r such that pr  [8-], p such that P' I [cx] and q such that pq 1 [/3]; 
If (r> rnin(p, q)) then 
add P, expressed as in equation 5.1, to divide-list r - rnin(p, q) times; 
fi; 
od; 
Since an ideal, A, divides another ideal, B, if and only if B C A ([14]), we can calculate 
the values of r, p and q above by finding the greatest value of r such that c pr 
and so on. Determining whether [_] C Pr  or not is fairly straightforward. Firstly, pr 
is found using ideal multiplication, then the resulting ideal is reduced to a standard basis, 
[a, b + c/.] say, using the algorithm from chapter 3.. Then [S._] ç pr  if and only if there 
exist rational integers x and y such that za + y(b + cv') = This last calculation, given 
= s + 	can be done as follows: 
Y := tic; 










If divide-list is still empty at the end of this process, we can return 5 -1  as the gcd of a and 
/3. Otherwise we need to divide [8_1] by the product of the ideals in divide-list, but firstly 
we want to know if this product, Q say, is a principal ideal or not. If it is principal, 14.i1 
will be principal and will be the single generator of [a,)3]. If Q is non-principal, then 
is also non-principal and [cx, /31 must be returned as a non-principal ideal. This calculation is 
then as follows: 
If (divide-list is empty) then 
Return 
else 
Take the first two elements in divide-list, )q A 1 and )t 2 A 2 say, and use the 
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class table built as described in section 5.3 to find .A 3 A 3 , the 
representative of the class A1A2 belongs to; 
Replace the first 2 elements with .X 1 A 2 ) 3 A 3 ; 
Repeat for the new element and the third element in divide-list, and so on until the 
list is reduced to one element, \Q; 
If (Q = [1]) then 
Return (6_1)) (8_/.\ is the gcd(a,8)) 
else 
Return (a,/3) ([8,_] is principal, but Q is not, so [8Th _]/.\Q will be non-principal) 
fi; 
Ii; 
5.5.1 Termination of the algorithm 
If we consider the termination of the algorithm, we see that termination is clearly guaranteed 
for all parts of the algorithm other than the loop which is adapted from the 
Euclidean Algorithm, and terminates when 8 equals 0. The guaranteed termination of 
this loop depends on the condition that IN(6)1 < IN(/3)J at every iteration. The argument 
presented in section 4.2 is valid for this loop also; the multipliers k are chosen to ensure that 
IN(6)1 < IN(fl)I at every iteration, thus /9 must decrease to 0, and the loop will terminate. 
5.5.2 Functional behaviour of the algorithm 
It remains to be shown that the algorithm will find the single element generating an ideal if 
it is principal. Consider the core algorithm, as presented in figure 5.5. Given inputs of a and 
/3 a chain of equations is computed of the form: 
(1) 
	
k2/3=72 51+62 	(2) 
k6_2 = yn6n_i + 0 	(n) 
where the loop iterates n times, 1 < k 1 < N, for 1 < i < n, and at each iteration i, -yi is chosen 
such that N(6 1 )I < IN(8_ i ) I (taking a = and 3 = 6). The result of this computation 
is 6n.i. 
We can show that the algorithm works as required by demonstrating that: 
(1) 	, I k 1 ... ka and 672-1 I k 2 ... k/3. 
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[S_] = [pj a + p2131, where pi  and P2  are algebraic integers, so ['5—]  is a multiple of 
the greatest common ideal divisor of [a] and [8]. 
Given (1) and (2), we know that if H is the greatest common ideal divisor of [a] and 
[9], then 	= HQ, where Q is the product of prime ideal factors from the k values. 
We then need to show that Q can be calculated and [5.-.i]/Q  found. 
Firstly we will show that 	divides both k 1 ... ka and k 2 ... k/3. 
Taking equations (n) and (n - 1), 
kb-2 = 76_i + 0 
and 
k_ 1 6_3  = 7n-18n-2 + 6n-1, 
multiply equation (n - 1) by k: 
k_ 1 k6_ 3 = k7_i 5_ 2 + k5_ 1 . 
Since kn ön _2 = 7nn-1, the above can be expressed as: 
kn_1/Cnôn_3 = 7n-17n'5n-i + k6_ 1 . 
Repeating this process for the new expression of equation (n - 1) and equation (n - 2), 
we get: 
k_ 2k.. 1 k5_ 4  = 7n-2(7n-17n5r-1 + k50 _ 1 ) + k_ 1 7ö_ 1 . 
We can work right back to equations (1) and (2) in this manner, ending up with equations 
of the form: 
and 
where r and s are respectively the (n+l)Th  and n' numbers in the fibonacci sequence. The 
coefficients ai and b i are products of a combination of k and y factors; the exact composition 
is not of importance here. 
Formally, we want to prove that any equation (i) in the chain can be expressed such that 
its right hand side is a summation of products of 6 and its left hand side is ki k, 1 . . . k,62  -2 
This can be done using induction, working from equation n backwards. 
We have two base cases; i = n and i = n — i: 
k r 6n _2 = 7n6n-1 
and 
k_ 1 k6_3 = 7n-17n 6n-1 + k6_ 1 . 
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Then, given an equation (i) in the chain, 1 <i < n - 1, we assume that equations (i + 1) 
and (i + 2) can be expressed as required: 
k+i ... k51_i 	ai6_j + a25 _1 + ... + 
and 
= b 1 5_ 1 + b2 6_ 1 +... + b,.. 1 
where s is the (n - i)' number in the Fibonacci sequence, and r is the (n - (i - i))Th. The 
sizes of r and s do not actually affect the calculations below. 
Then, given equation (i), 
k11_2 = 	+ i; 
we must show that the equation can be expressed as required. Firstly, multiply equation (i) 
by k1+i ... k  to get 
= k1+i ... k7 6 _i + k2+i ... kS2 
Then equations (i + 2) and (i + 1) can be substituted in as appropriate, to give 
kk 1+1 ...k6_ 2 =7j(ai6n_i+a2tn_i+ ... +ar Sn _i)+kj+i(biSn _i+b25n _i+ ... +bs 6n _ i ). 
Thus it is clear that bn-1  divides both k 1 ... ka and k 2 ... k/3, as both are sums of values 
all of which ö.i  divides. 
The second stage is to show that [6] = [pia + p2/31 where p1  and p2  are algebraic 
integers. Again we use proof by induction, to show that for every equation (i) in the chain, 
öi = P1Q + P20, 
where P1  and P2  are algebraic integers. The base cases are: 
k1cE = 71/3 + & 
so that 
6 1 = k1 a — 
and 
= 726 1 + 62 
so 
'52 = k2/3 — 7261 
= k2/3-72 (k 1 c-7i /3) 
= (k2  + 7172)/3 — 
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Then, taking equation (i), we have 
k181_2 = 71 6i-1 + bi 
and we assume that 
= 7r1 a + 71 213 
and 
8i-2 = w1a + w2/3 
where 71 , 72 , w 1 and w2 are algebraic integers. Therefore 
bi = k•81_2 - 716i-1 
= k(wia+w2/3) — 7i(lria+ 720) 
= (kiw i - 77ri)a + (k8 w 2 - -yir2)I3, 
as required. Thus we have 	= pja + P213 and therefore [S n _i] = [pi a + P2/31. 
Finally, we need to reduce [6-]  so that it divides [a] and [/3], without removing any of 
the factors which make the result their greatest common divisor. We know that the only 
possible extra factors in [S-11  are also factors of the product k 1 ...k,. For each of these k 
values, we have a record of their prime ideal factors, and so of every possible prime ideal 
factor which may need to be removed from [5-].  Using a list of these factors, P1 to P., say, 
we can then rewrite 5n-1 I k i ... ka as 
Sn_i pslp32p:ra 
and Sn-i I k 1 ... k/3 as 
6n-i I P'P282  ... P3 fi 
(5 4 clearly divides k 1 ... kj since it divides k2 ... kn)3).  Each s i records the number of times 
P1 occurs as a factor in the expression k 1 . . . kn . Then we build a list of factors which must be 
removed from [Sn-i];  this list will be as follows: 
Q.jJIptr 
where t 1 = r - rnin(p, q), r is the maximum value such that P[ I [S-], and p and q are the 
maximum values respectively such that Pf I [a] and P? I [13]. 
Now we have 






Sn_i/Q I ps1-1ps2-2ps—&rfi 1 	2 
Since for each P1, if P[ I [Sn-i]/Q, Pip  I [a] and P' I [/3] then r < min(p, q), so that 
if [6.-,]IQ I P2 [a] it follows that [6 _ , ]/ Q I [a]. The Pi values can thus be removed from 
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the above expression, and we have [6_]/Q I [a] and [6_]/Q I [8]. [-i]/Q  is also still 
a multiple of the greatest common ideal divisor of [a] and [8], as no common factors of [a] 
and [8] are present in Q, except for extra multiples of common factors found in which 
would not be in their gcd in any case. We have one remaining problem; [5.]/Q may not 
be a principal ideal. We can calculate Q as described in section 5.5, and if Q is a principal 
ideal, then [5-1]/Q  is principal also, and is equivalent to [a, /3]. If Q is not principal, we 
have found the greatest common ideal divisor of [a] and [8], but a and /3 have no integer gcd. 
5.6 Summary of algorithm and software 
Several variations of an algorithm to find principal ideal generators in quadratic number fields 
have been presented in the preceding chapters, each applicable in a wider range of these fields 
than its predecessor. This section summarises the final version of the algorithm, as presented 
in chapter 5, which is valid in all quadratic number fields. An encoding of this algorithm (in 
C) is presented in appendix B. This program is called with parameters D, no...prob and setup 
where: 
D specifies the field Q(/D), 
• no_prob is the number of generating sets for ideals to be reduced, and 
o setup indicates whether the initialisation procedures need to be called or not; if this 
information has already been calculated for a given field, it could be read in from file 
instead. 
Generating sets can be input interactively, or read from file. The algorithm is then as follows: 
If (setup = true) then 
Generate the appropriate Farey sequence for Q(/); 
Find the required ideal classes in Q(/); 
Build the class table; 
Factorise each rational integer 2, .., N into prime ideal factors, expressing these factors 
both using a standard basis and as shown in equation 5.1; 
fi; 
For i = 1 to noprob do 
Read in a generating set for an ideal; 
Reduce the generating set to a standard basis, using the algorithm in chapter 3; 
Use the algorithm presented in chapter 5.5 to find the element generating the ideal 
if it is principal; 




I owe a great debt to Chris Smyth for his patience and guidance over the last three years; 
particularly for always being supportive and encouraging when the going was slow. I am also 
grateful to Franz Lemmermeyer for reading an early draft of this thesis, and for his paper 
"The Euclidean Algorithm in Algebraic Number Fields", which provided me with an excellent 
summary of work in this field and many useful pointers. 
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Examples of the execution of the 
algorithm 
Two simple examples of the execution of the algorithm, in Q(/i) and Q(/7) are presented 
in this appendix. The initialisation procedures are discussed first, followed by an example of 
the execution of the main algorithm in both fields. 
The initialisation procedures for Q(/i) are as follows: 
Firstly, a Farey sequence is generated: 
N = [ 	+ 11 = 10, 
111111212313234154 
Farey(10) = 0, 	
, 	, 	, , , , , 	' 	' , , ,8 710 9 
3527537456789 
5 8' 3' 10' 7' 4' 9' 5' 6' 7' 8' 9' 10 
Next the rational primes less than or equal to N are found. These are 2, 3, 5 and 7, which 
factor into prime ideals as follows: 
2 = [2,\/T] 2 , 
3 = [3,1 + /i4][3, 1- 
5= [5 , 1 +v 1 ][5 , 1— v' 1 ] , 
7= [7,v'TP 
The ideal classes in Q( \/T4) are then generated: 
The first class is the principal class, [1]. Next we look at [2, /T]; it is not in the same 
class as [1], so we form a new class represented by this ideal. Likewise, [3, 1 + \/ --1i] is not 
in the same class as either [1] or [2, 	and so forms a new class, as does [3, 1 - 
The ideal [5, 1 + / T4 is checked next, and if found to be in the same class as [3, 1—
as [1/5 - 1/5j1][5, 1 + /J] = [3, 1 - 	Thus [5, 1 + \/ T] 	[3, 1 - 




1 + v11, 
[3,1—/T. 
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Having found the ideal classes, a table recording AC = AB for pairs of classes A and B 
is constructed. The table is filled in working from left to right and top to bottom, filling the 
first row and column, then the second, and so on. The resulting table is: 
1[1] 1[2,/1i] 1[3,1+\/1] 1[3,1-/]1J 
1[2, VF- 1 4] 2[1] - 	/ii[3, 1 - + 	/T[3, 1 + v/-T] 






Finally, the integers from 2 to 10 need to be factored into prime ideal factors. The first 




5 = [5,1 + /T4][5, 1- 
6 =[2,VJ][3 , 1 +V][3 , 1- v'T] 
8= [2, /Ti] 
9 = [3,1 + / ii][3, 1-
10=[2,V1i1[5,1+ \/I1[5,1_vC14] 
The second representation of factors, as AA where A is the ideal representing the class to 
which the factor belongs, and A is an algebraic number such that AA is equal to the factor, 
is: 
2 =1[2, /i] 
3 = 1[3, 1 + \/::i-:I] 
1[3,1-/T] 
4= 1[2,/J] 
5 = 1 + 	1 - 
1 
- 3 
6 = 1[2, v'I] 
1[3,1 + / 1] 
1[3, 1 - 
7 = 1[7, /TiJ 
8 = 1[2, \/ r] 
9 = 1[3, 1 + /J] 
1[3, 1 - v T4i 
10 = 1[2, /i] 
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I - 1 JT[3, 1 + /:T4]. 
3 	3 
The initialisation process for Q(/) is fairly similar to that for Q(/Ji), as follows: 
As for Q(/T) the first step is to generate a Farey sequence: 
4 7181 N = ±F3 + 11 = 22. 
This generates a Farey sequence of 184 numbers; the sequence is not presented here because 
of its size. 
The rational primes less than or equal to N are then found: these are 2,3,5,7, 11, 13, 17 
and 19. These factor into prime ideals as follows: 
2= [2,v"7] 2 , 
ro T'2 
5 = [5], 
7 = [7,1 + /][7, 1 - 
11= [11 , 1 +'][11 , 1— v'7 ] , 
13= [13,v']2 , 
17 = [17], 
19 = [19]. 
The ideal classes are then generated. The first class is [1]. The ideal [2, ITh] represents 
the second class. The ideal [3, /Y] is equivalent to the principal ideal [9 + / 7], and thus 
does not form a new class. The ideals [5],[17] and [19] clearly all belong to the principal ideal 
class also. [-22 +/Y][2, \/] = [7,1 + /] and [-22 - /T][2, /] = [7, 1 - 
so [7, 1 + OR and [7, 1 - /] both belong to the same ideal class as [2, /']. Likewise, 
[11, 1 + 	[11, 1 - /7] and [13, /] all belong to the same class as [2, /Th]. Thus the 
ideal classes in Q(V) with which we are concerned are: 
[1], 
[2, 'J]. 
Next, the class table is generated, again recording )C = AB for pairs of ideals A and B, 
representing classes. The table is as follows: 
1 [ 1 ] 1[2,v'] 
1[2,v"] 2[1] 
Finally, the factors of the rational integers from 2 to 22 are recorded. The first represen-
tation of these factors, recording each factors once only, is: 
2=[2,V] 
3 [3 ,v'7 ] 
4= [2, 'fl] 






10 = [2, V7-8] [5] 
11 = [11, 1 + /7][11, 1- 
12 = [2,v][3,/7] 
13 = [13,/] 
14= 
15= [3, /Y][5] 
16 = [2,'] 
17 = [17] 
18= 
19 = [19] 
20= [2, /][5] 
21 = [3,V][7,1+V'][7,1—v'] 
22= [2,v][11,1+\/][11,1—/7] 
The second representation of these factors, in the format described for Q( \/1) is as 
follows: 
2 =1[2, v'Th] 
3 = 9 + 
4 = 1[2, /T] 
5 = 5[1] 
6 = 1[2, /71 
9 +v[1] 
7 = —22 +/7[2, '/] 
—22 - /[2, 
8= 1[2,/] 
9 = 9 + 
10 = 1[2, /] 
5[1] 
11 = 499— 	 \/7-8 /i] 
499 + V7-8 \/7-8 ] 
12 = 1[2, v] 
9 +v[1 ] 
13 = —13 - /[2, /] 
14 = 1[2, /Th] 
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-22 + 1i v'[2, 'ç/Y] 
—22 - %/[2, /] 
15 = 9 + /[1] 
5[1] 
16 = 1[2, v'] 
17 = 17[1] 
18 = 1[2,,/7-8—] 
9+v'[1] 
19 = 19[1] 
20 = 1[2, -,47-8] 
5 [1] 
21 = 9 + 
—22 + /[2, /] 
—22 - v/-7-8 (2, 'Tj 
22= 1[2,v'] 
499 - L11 	/] 
499+ 1 v'7_8[2,/] 
The first example of executing the main algorithm uses the ideal [12 + 13C1, 60 + 
21/1] as input. Firstly, the ideal is reduced to a standard basis using the algorithm 
presented in chapter 3: 
12 + 13 v/- 14 and 60 + 21/ii are replaced by —528 and 204 + /14 in the generating 
set on the first iteration of the algorithm, as 
60+21VC14= (12+ 
12+13/Pi= (48+8/R)+(-36+5v'T) 
—36 + 	= (84 + 3/J) + (-120 + 2 \/ 1i) 
—120 + 2/1 = 2(204 + /J) - 528. 
We can see that 12 + 13\/1 and 60 + 21/1 are both the sum of products of —528 
and 204 + V'-- 14, and —528 and 204 + /Ti clearly both belong to the ideal; thus the ideal 
is preserved by these changes to its generating set. The next stage is to try and reduce the 
size of the elements in the generating set. The smallest rational integer which is a multiple 
of 204 + \/Ti is 41630 - the rational integer gcd of —528 and 41630 is 2, which can then 
replace —528 in the generating set. 204 + V/- -14can then be replaced by 	giving a new 
generating set [2, To ensure that a standard basis is found, two further elements are 
added to the generating set: —14 and 2/1i; again the generating set reduces to [2, \/ii], 
as both of these numbers are the sums of products of 2 and \/ T. 
Next, we determine whether [2, /Tf] is a principal ideal or not. In fact, since [2, VCii] 
represents a non-principal ideal class, we know already that this ideal is non-principal, but 
the workings of the algorithm are shown here to demonstrate the method used. 
We use the adaptation of the Euclidean Algorithm presented in figure 5.5, with inputs 
/1ii and 2. On the first iteration, we find y = / TT and b = 	i.e. 
= /J.2 - vCT. 
However, N(S) > N(/'3), so a k value is sought from the Farey sequence to provide us with a 
solution for which N(S) < N(3). The value chosen is 2, giving new values of -y and 5: 
2/T4 = -/T.2 +0. 
The ideal [2,/T4] is then added to k.Jist, being the only prime ideal factor of 2, and 
N(S) < N(8) is satisfied. At the next iteration, /3 = 0, so the algorithm terminates returning 
2. 
The final stage is to determine whether or not the multiplication of a by 2 has affected 
the result, and to correct it if necessary. Calculating the maximum values of p, q and r such 
that [2,/ii]' I [2], [2, /14] I [/1i] and [2, I [2], we find r = q = 2, and p = 1. 
Therefore [2, /ii] is added once to divide-list. Since divide-list contains one element only, 
which represents a non-principal ideal class, we know that 2/[2, /i] is also non-principal, 
and so the ideal input is non-principal. The standard basis, [2, /T] is returned. 
For the second example, we use the ideal [32 + 104, 34 + 500-8,96 + 9'] as input. 
For this example, the reduction to a standard basis is not worked through, as the workings do 
not differ significantly from the previous example. The standard basis found for this example 
is [14,6+v']. 
As before, we now determine whether this ideal is principal or not, firstly using the 
adaptation of the Euclidean Algorithm, with inputs 14 and 6+ 	On the first iteration of 
the algorithm, and S are found to be –2 and 26 + 	giving 
14 = –2(6 + 	+ (26 + 2v'). 
As in the previous example, N(S) > N(13), so a k value is sought from the Farey sequence. 
The value 3 is chosen, giving 
42=(-6+v)(6+'/)+O. 
The ideal [3, /] is added to kdist, as the prime ideal factor of 3, and N(S) < N(3) is 
satisfied. At the next iteration, /3 = 0, so the algorithm terminates returning 6 + 
Again, we must determine whether or not the multiplication of a by a k value, in this 
case 3, has affected the result, and correct it if necessary. Calculating the maximum values 
of p, q and r such that [3, /Y]' I [6 + 	[3, /]" I [14] and [3, /]q I [6 + /ä], we find 
r = q = 1, and p = 0. Therefore [3, /] is added once to divide-list. Now divide-list contains 
one element only, which belongs to the principal ideal class, therefore (6 + \/)/[3, v'7] is 
a principal ideal. The ideal [3, /] is represented as 9 + / Y[i] in divide-list - therefore 
(6 + /)/(9 + /i) = – 8 + -./ is the required result. This is then returned as the principal 
ideal representation of the input ideal. 
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C code for minimising ideal 
generating sets in any quadratic 
B.1 Main program 
• Author: Felicity George 	 * 
• Date: March 1994 	 * 
• main.c holds the main procedure in the code to reduce the generating set * 
* 	for an ideal from many elements to one element (or two elements * 
* if the ideal is non-principal). 	 * 
#include "ext em h" 
#define NAME-LEN 50 	1* maximum length of a file name *1 
main(int argc, char *argv[]) 
{ 
	
mt i,j,count, no_prob, setup; 
double bound, temp; 
if (argc < 4) { 
printf ("wrong number of arguments; need D, no prob and setup\n " ); 
exit(1); 
D = atoi(argv[1]); 
no_prob = atoi(argv[2]); 
setup = atoi(argv[3]); 
if (setup) { 
1* establish the size of Farey sequence required 	 *1 
temp = 1.0/(double) abs(D); 
bound = sqrt(0.75) * (sqrt(temp)); 
if ((2.0/bound) + 1.0 == floor((2.0/bound) + 1.0)) 
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N = (int) (2.0/bound) +1.0; 
else 
N = (int) floor((2.0/bound) + 1.0)+1; 
1* create a farey series for N 
create_farey(N); 
1* for the real case, find the continued fraction 
representation of D *1 
if (D > 0) 
cont_fracO; 
7* find classes in Q(sqrt(D)) and build a table which 
provides, for every pair of ideals, i and j, representing 
classes, the class into which [i][j] falls, and the ideal 
in terms of the ideal representing that class 	 *7 
build_class_table 0; 
1* For each integer 2,.. ,N, factorise into prime ideals, and 
represent these ideals as standard basis and as multiples 
of the ideal representing the class they belong to *1 
factor_farey0; 






7* create or read in an ideal, reduce it to 2 elements, 
then see if it is principal 	 *7 







B.2 Initialisation procedures 
• Author: Felicity George * 
• Date: March 1994 * 
• init.c holds all the initialisation routines; to set up a table of 	* 
classes of ideals within a field, Q(sqrt(D)), generate a farey * 
* 	sequence for N, and express each rational integer between 2 and N * 
* as a product of prime ideal factors 	 * 
* functions: * 
* 	 input_initO; Inputs initialisation information 	* 
* output_initQ; Outputs initialisation information * 
* 	 complement (A) finds the complement of A 	 * 
* mult_ideals(A, B) multiply the ideals A and B and put the 	* 
* result in id 	 * 
* 	 find_solns(h) for real fields - finds any algebraic 	* 
* integers dividing the rational integer h 	* 
* 	 same_class(A. B) returns true if A and B belong to the same * 
* class, and false otherwise. 	 * 
* 	 add_div_table_el adds a rational integer and it's divisors 	* 
* to div_table 	 * 
* find-classes Using the list of prime ideals in rprimes, * 
* construct the ideal classes. 	 * 
* find-primes builds a list of rational prime integers 	* 
* less than or equal to N 	 * 
* 	 qr(p) finds out if D is a quadratic residue mod p* 
* 
	
find-prime-ideals add to rprimes array the prime ideal 	* 
* factors of the rational integer primes on 	* 
the list 	 * 
* 	 mt no-match for real fields - used when the continued 	* 
* fraction expansion is being calculated, and* 
* detects when a cycle has been completed 	* 
* 	 void cont_frac generates the continued fraction expansion * 
* for D,D>O. 	 * 
* build-class-table constructs a table, indexed by the ideal 	* 
* classes, in which the (i,j)th entry 	* 
* represents ideal i * ideal j. 	 * 
* 	 find_pos(el) find position to put el into farey array at* 
* insert(i,j) insert i/j into farey array 	 * 
* 	 create_farey create a farey sequence for N. * 
* factor_farey factor each rational integer from 	2 to N 	* 
* into prime ideals. 	 * 
#include ext em . h" 






/* read initialisation data from file */ 
if (D < 0) 
sprintf(fname, "m'/.d.init", -D); 
else 
sprintf(fname, '/.d.init', D); 
if ( ( fp = f open (f name, "r") ) == NULL ) { 
printf("Can't open file '/.s to read initialisation data\n", fnaxne); 
exit(1) 
} 
1* input classes *1 
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fscanf(fp, "%d\n", &no_cls); 
for (i0; i<no_cls; i++) 





/* input class table */ 
for (i0; i<no_cls; i++) 
for (j=O; j<no.cls; j-H-) 
fscanf(fp, "%lf '/.lf '1.1± Y,lf Y.lf %lf\n", 
&class_tbl[i] Ej] .laiubda.re, 
&class_tblCi] U] .lambda.im, 
&class_tblCi] [j] .id.ell.re, 
&class_tblCi]Ej] .id.ell.im, 
&class_tbl[i] Cj] .id.e12.re, 
&class_tblCi] Cj] .id.e12.im); 
/* input farey sequence and its factorisation */ 
fscanf(fp, "7.d\n", &N); 
fscanf(fp, "%d\n", &no_farey); 
for (i = 0; i < no_farey; i++) { 
fscanf(fp, "Y.d %d\n', &fareyCi] .numer, &fareyCi] .denom); 
} 
for (i = 2; i <= N; i++) { 
fscanf(fp, "%d\n", &count); 
for (j = 0; j < count; ji-+) { 
fscanf(fp, "Y.lf '/.lf Y.lf Y.lf\n", &farey_sbCi]Cj].ell.re, 
&farey_sbCi] Cj] .ell.im,&farey_sb[i] Cj] .e12.re, 
&farey_sbCi] Cj] .e12.im); 
fscanf(fp, "/.if '/.lf %lf 7,lf Y.lf %lf\n", 
&farey_cls[i] Ci] .lambda.re, 
&farey_cls[i] Cj] .lambda.im,&farey_clsCi] Cj] .id.ell.re, 
&farey_clsCi] Ui] .id.ell.im, &farey_clsCi] Cj] id.e12.re , 








char f name[ lO]; 
FILE *fp; 
if (D < 0) 
sprintf(fname, 'm%d.init", -D); 
else 
sprintf(fnaiue, "'/.d.init", D); 
if ( ( fp = fopen(fnaine,"w') ) == NULL ) { 
printf ("Can't open file %s to write initialisation data\n", fname); 
exit(1); 
} 
/* output classes */ 
fprmntf(fp, "%d\n", no_cls); 
for (i0; i<no_cls; i++) 
fprintf(fp, "/.d •/•f •/,f %f •/•f\n", classCi].pr, 
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class[i].id.ell.re, class[i].id.ell.im, classCi].id.el2.re, 
class [i] .id.el2.im); 
1* output class table */ 
for (i0; i<no_cls; i++) 
for (j0; j<no_cls; j++) 
fprintf(fp, "/.f '/,f •/.f %f '/.f •/.f\n'•, 
class_tbl[i] Cj] .lambda.re, 
class_tbl[i] [j] .lainbda.im, 
class_tbl[i]Cj] .id.ell.re, 
class_tbl[i] [j] .id.ell.im, 
class_tbl[i] U] .id.el2.re, 
class_tbl[i] Cj] .id.el2.im); 
fprintf(fp, "/.d\n", N); 
/* output farey sequence and its factorisation */ 
fprintf(fp, '7.d\n", no_f arey); 
for (i = 0; i < no_f arey; i++) { 
fprintf(fp, "74 %d\n", fareyCi].ntuuer, fareyCi].denom); 
} 
for (i = 2; i <= N; i++) { 
j = count = 0; 
while ('approx(farey_sbCi][j].eli.re,O.0)) 
count = 
fprintf(fp, "%d\n", count); 
for (j = 0; j < count; j++) { 
fprintf(fp, "/.f %f '/.f 7f\n " , farey_sbCi] Cj] .ell.re, 
farey_sbCi]Cj].ell.im,farey_sb[i]Cj].el2.re, 
farey_sb[i] C)] . el2. im); 
fprintf(fp, 117,f  7•f %f 7•f 7•f S/•f\ SI , 
farey_cls[i] Cj] .lambda.re, 
farey_cls [i] Cj] . lambda. im,farey_cls [i] Cj] . id. eli . re, 




/* finds the complement of id, i.e. id .comp - [1] *1 
ideal complement (ideal id) 
{ 
mt i; 
if ((approx(id. eli .re,1 .0)) && (approx(id. eli. im,0.0))) 
return (id); 
else { 
for (i = 0; i < no_rp; i++) { 
if ((approx(id.ell.re ,rprimes[i] .idi.eli.re)) && 
(approx(id. eli. im,rprimes Ci] . idi . eli. im)) && 
(approx(id.el2.re ,rprimes[i].idi.e12.re)) && 
(approx(id.el2.im,rprimes[i].idl.el2.im))) 
return (rprimesCi] . id2); 
else { 
if ((approx(id.ell.re ,rprimesCi].id2.eli.re)) && 
(approx(id.ell.im,rprimesCi].id2.eli.im)) & 
(approx(id.e12.re ,rprimes[i].id2.el2.re)) && 
(approx(id.e12.im,rprimes[i] .id2.el2.im))) 




1* multiply the ideals aand b. and put result in id *1 
void mult_ideals(ideal a, ideal b) 
{ 
id[O] = mult_complex(a.ell,b.ell); 
= mult_complex(a.e12,b.ell); 
= mult_complex(a.ell,b.e12); 
idE31 = mult_complex(a.e12,b.e12); 
id-size = 4; 
sma].ler(id_size); 
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/* find the algebraic integers which divide h, and pass them back 
through tmp, while md stores the number of solutions found. This 
routine is quite complex; refer to the report for a description of 
the algorithm. Basically, if h is small enough, a solution is sought 
in the continued fraction results. Otherwise, the routine is called 
recursively with a smaller h, the solutions to which can be used to 
construct the solutions to the original input. */ 
void find_solns(int h, complex *tmp, mt *ind) 
{ 
mt *part_ind, 1, i; 
double x; 
complex part[MAX_ELS], soll, sol2; 
part-id = (mt *) malloc(sizeof(mnt)); 
if ((double) abs(h) > sqrt(D)) { 
for (1 = 0; 1 <= abs(h/2); l++) { 
if ((((1*1) 7. abs(h)) == (D 7, abs(h)))) { 
x = (double) (l*l-D)Ih; 
*part_ind = 0; 
find_solns((int) x, part, part-id); 
soll.re = (double) l/x; 
soll.im = 1.0/x; 
sol2.re = (double) l/x; 
sol2.im = -1.0/x; 
for (i = 0 i < *part_ind; i++) { 
tmpC*mnd].re = (soll.re*partCi].re) + 
(D*soll . im*part Ci] . im); 
tmpC*ind].im = (soll.im*part[i].re) + 
(part Ci] . im*soll .re); 
if (r_int(tmpC*ind] .re) && r_int(tmp[*ind] .im)) 
(*ind)++; 
tmp[*ind].re = (sol2.re*part[i].re) + 
(D*sol2.im*part[i] .im); 
tmpC*ind] .im = (sol2.im*partCi] .re) + 
(part Ci] .im*sol2.re); 






for (i = 0; i < cycle; i++) { 
if (abs(d_soln[i]) == abs(h)) { 
tmp[*ind] .re = d_hCi+2]; 
tmpC(*ind)++].im = d_k[i+2]; 
tmpC*indj .re = d_hCi+21; 






/* same_class returns true if the ideals it is given belong to the same 
class, and false otherwise. For the method, see accompanying report 
If ideals belong to the same class, it also produces lambda, s.t. 
lambda.B = A */ 
mt same_class(ideal iA,ideal iB, mt pr-id) 
{ 
mt i, found, md; 
complex id_gcd,tempC21 ,al,bl; 
ideal iBi; 
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/s find the complement of ideal B, and multiply A by it; 
if A and B belong to the same class, the result will 
be a principal ideal *1 
iBi = complement(iB); 
mult_ideals(iA,iBl); 
1* reduce the newly formed ideal to a standard basis *1 
reduce-ideal(); 
/s see if a and b+c*sqrt(D) have a gcd; check all algerbraic integers 
less than a. *1 
id_gcd.re = 1.0; 
id_gcd.im = 0.0; 
al.re = a; 
al.im = 0.0; 
bl.re = b; 
bl.im = C; 
if (dgcd(a, norm(bi)) == 1) { 
lambda.re = (double) pr-id; 
lambda.im = 0.0; 
return (TRUE); 
} 
/* search for a in div_table, where divisors of integers are stored. *1 
found = FALSE; 
for (i = 0; i < no_div_table; i++) { 
if (div_table Ci] . id == a) { 
found = TRUE; 




/* if a is not found, insert it into div_table. *1 
if (!found) { 
add_div_table_el(a); 
md = no_div_table-i; 
} 
1 for every algebraic integer dividing a, see if it divides b also *1 
for (1 = 0; i < div_table[ind].no_els; i++) { 
temp[0] = find_rein(al ,div_tabletind] .div Ci]); 
temp[1] = find_rem(bl,div.table[ind] .div[i]); 
while ((approx(temp[01.re,0.0)) && (approx(tempCo].im,0.0)) && 
(approx(temp[1].re,0.0)) && (approx(tempfl].im,0.0))) { 
if (!approx(div_table[ind] .divCi] . im, 0.0)) { 
/* 	 found a common divisor */ 
id_gcd = mult_complex(id_gcd,div_table[mnd] .div[i]); 
al = div_complex(ai ,div_tableCind] .div[i]); 
bi = div_complex(bl,div_table[ind] .divCi]); 
} 
else { 
1* 	 divisor is a rational integer; check it is 
really a common divisor *1 
if (dgcd(a, find_small_int(b,c)) == 
fabs(rint(div_table[ind] .div[i] .re))) { 
id_gcd = mult_complex(id_gcd,div_table [md] . div[i]); 
al = div_complex(ai,div_table[ind] .div[i]); 
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temp [0] = find_rem(al ,div_table [md] .div[i]); 
temp [1] = find_rem(bl ,div_table [md] . div[i]); 
} 
1* genuine gcd of 1 was checked at the beginning of the routine; 
therefore, return FALSE *1 




al.re = (double) pr_id; 
al.im = 0.0; 




1* add a and all it's algebraic integer divisors to div_table *1 
void add_div_table_el(double a) 
{ 
mt j, k, i, no-els, found, md, *part_ind; 
double ti; 
complex temp[31 , al, tmp[MAX_ELS]; 
no_els = 0; 
al.re = a; 
al. im, = 0.0; 
if (D < 0) { 
1* imaginary fields - check all algebraic integers of smaller 
norm than a 
temp[0].re = 2.0; 
temp[0].im = 0.0; 
ti = find_small_int(temp[0] .re,temp[0] .im); 
while (ti <= a) { 
while (ti <= a) { 
1* 	for any given temp, test the 2 possible algebraic 
integers formed taking temp.re and temp.im to be positive or 
negative. */ 
temp[1].re = temp[0].re; 
temp[1].im = -temp[0].im; 
for (k = 0; k < 2; k++) { 
temp[2] = find_rem(al,temp[k]); 
if ((approx(temp[21.re,0.0)) && 
(approx(temp[2] .im,0.0))) { 
found = FALSE; 
for (j = 0; j < no-els; j++) { 
temp[2] 
find_rem(div_table [no_div_table] .div[j] ,temp[k]); 
if ((approx(temp[21.re,0.0)) && 
(approx(temp[2] .im,0.0))) { 
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found = TRUE; 




if (!found) { 
div_tab].eEno_div_table] .divCno_els++] = temp[k]; 
if (no-els == MAX_ELS) { 






temp[0].re += 1.0; 
tl = find_small_int(temp[0] .re,temp[0] .ini); 
} 
if (D 7. 4 == -3) { 
if (r_int(temp[0] .ini)) 
temp [0I.re = 0.5; 
else 




temp[0].re = 0.0; 
temp [0] .ini += 1.0; 
} 




1* real case - find the divisors of all rational integers 
which divide a and put them in the list, then use find_solns 
to find all x + y*sqrt(D) s.t. x2 - Dy2 = a *1 
for (ti = 2; ti <= a/2; tl++) { 
1* fill in divisors for any rational integer dividing a *1 
if ('((int) a 'h (int) ti)) { 
found = FALSE; 
for (i = 0; i < no_div_table; i++) { 
if (approx(div_tableCi].id, ti)) { 
found = TRUE; 
md = i; 
} 
if (!found) { 
add_div_table_el(tl); 




1* for any rational integers recorded in div_table which divide a, 
add their divisors to a's list, removing duplicates. *1 
for (md = 0; md < no_div_table; ind++) { 
if (!((int) a 7. (int) div_table[ind].id)) { 
for (i = 0; i < div_table[ind] .no_els; i++) { 
found = FALSE; 
for (j = 0; j < no-els; j++) { 
if (approx(fabs(div_table[no_div_table] .divEj3 .re), 
fabs(div_table[ind] .div[i] .re)) && 
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approx(f abs (div_table [no...div_table] .div[j] .ini), 
fabs(div_table[ind] .div[i] .ini))) { 




if (!found) { 
div_table [no_div_table] . div [no_els++] = 
div_table[ind] .div[i:1; 
if (!approx(div_table[ind] .div[i] .im,O.0)) { 
div_table [no_div_table] . div [no_els] . re = 
div_table[ind] .div[i] .re; 
div_table [no_div_table] . div [no_els++] . un = 






1* use find_solns as explained above *1 
part-id = (mt *) xualloc(sizeof(int)); 
*part_ind = 0; 
find_solns((int) a, tmp, part-id); 
for (i = 0; i < *part_ind; i++) { 
found = FALSE; 
for (j = 0; j < no-els; j-i-+) { 
if (approx(fabs(div_table[no_div_table] . div[j] .re), 
fabs(tmp[i] .re)) && 
approx(f abs (div_table [no_div_table] . div[j] .ini), 
fabs(tmp[i].im))) { 
found = TRUE; 
break; 
} 
if ('found) { 
div_table [no_div_table] .div[no...els++] = tmp[i]; 
if (!approx(tmp[i].im,0.0)) { 
div_table[no_div_table] .div[no_els] .re = tnip[i] .re; 
div_table [no_div_table] .div[no_els++] . im = -tmp [i] .ini; 
} 
} 
if (D Y. 4 == 1) { 
*part_ind = 0; 
find_solns(((int) a)*4, tmp, part-id); 
for (i = 0; i < *part_ind; i++) { 
found = FALSE; 
for (j = 0; j < no_els; j++) { 
if (approx(fabs(div_table[no_div_table] .div[j] 
fabs(tmp[i].reI2.0)) && 
approx(fabs (div_table [no_div_table] . div [j] 
fabs(tmp[i].im/2.0))) { 




if ('found) { 
div_table [no_div_table] . div [no_els] . re = 
half _round(tmp[i] .re/2.0); 
div_table [no_div_table] . div [no_els++] . in = 
half _round(tmp[i] . mm/2 .0); 
if (!approx(tmp[i].im,0.0)) { 




half _round(tmp[i] .re/2.0); 





div_table [no_div_table] .div[no_els] .re = a; 
div_table [no_div_table] .div[no_els++] . in = 0.0; 
free(part_ind); 
J. 
div_table[no_div_table].jd = a; 
div_table [no_div_table] .no_els = no-els; 
no_div_table++; 
if (no_div_table == MAX_DIVS) { 




1* Using the list of prime ideals in rprimes, construct the ideal 
classes, representing each class with one of these primes *1 
void find-classes( 
{ 
mt i,j, found; 
/* put in principal ideal class */ 
class[0].pr = 1; 
class[0].id.ell.re = 1.0; 
class [0]. id. ell. im= 0.0; 
class [0]. id. e12.re = 0.0; 
class [0]. id. el2.im= 0.0; 
no_cls = 1; 
for (i = 0; i < no_rp; i++) { 
/* 	if rprimes[i].p has non-principal prime ideal 
factors: */ 
if (!approx(rprimes[i] .id2. ell.re ,0.0)) { 
found = FALSE; 
for (j 0; j < no_cls; j++) { 
/* 	 check if first prime ideal factor of rprimes[i] [0] [0] 
belongs to a class which has already been found 	*/ 
if (same_class(class[j].id,rprimes[i] .idl,rprimes[i] .p)) { 




1* 	 if it doesn't belong to a found class, create a new class */ 
if (!found) { 
class[no_cls] .pr = rprimes[i] .p; 
class [no_cls] . id = rprimes [i] . idi; 
no_cls++; 
} 
found = FALSE; 
/* 	repeat the above process for the second prime ideal factor 
of the prime rprimes [i] [0] [0] */ 
Q 
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for (j = 0; j < no..cls; j++) { 
if (same_class(class[j] .id,rprimes[i] .id2,rprimes[i] .p)) { 




if (!found) { 
class [no_cis] .pr = rprimes[i] .p; 










i = 2; 
no_rp = 0; 
while (i <= N) { 
j = 2; 
while (j < (int)(floor(sqrt((double) i)))) { 
if (!(i 'h j)) 
j = i; 
} 
if (j 	i+1) { 
if (no_rp == MAX_ELS) { 
printf('rprimes has grown too large; increase array size\n'); 
exit (1) 
} 






/* finds out if D is a quadratic residue mod prime, 
i.e. there exists some x s.t. x2 equiv D (mod p). *1 
jut qr(int prime) 
{ 
mt j, temp; 
temp = D h prime; 
if (temp < 0) 
temp += prime; 
for (j = 1; j < (prime-0/2; j++) { 





/* add to rprimes array the prime ideal factors of the rational integer 
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if ((D%8== -3) II (D'/.8==5)){ 
rprimesEO].idl.ell.re = 2.0; 
rprimes[O].idl.ell.im = 0.0; 
rprimes[0].idl.el2.re = 0.0; 
rprimesEO].idl.e12.im = 0.0; 
rprimes[O].id2.ell.re = 0.0; 
rprimes[03.id2.ell.im = 0.0; 
rprimesEo].id2.e12.re = 0.0; 
rprimes[O].id2.e12.im = 0.0; 
} 
if ((D%8== -7) II (D8== 1)) { 
rprimes[o].idl.ell.re = 2.0; 
rprimes[o].idi.ell.im = 0.0; 
rprimes[0].idl.e12.re = 0.5; 
rprimes[0].idl.el2.im = 0.5; 
rprimes[0].id2.ell.re = 2.0; 
rprimes[0].id2.ell.im = 0.0; 
rprimes[0].id2.e12.re = 0.5; 
rprimes[0].id2.e12.im = -0.5; 
} 
if ((D7.4==2) II (D%4== -2)) { 
rprimes[0].idl.ell.re = 2.0; 
rprimes[0].idl.ell.im = 0.0; 
rprimes[0].idl.e12.re = 0.0; 
rprimes[0].idl.e12.im = 1.0; 
rprimes[0].id2.ell.re = 2.0; 
rprimes[0].id2.ell.im = 0.0; 
rprimesEo].id2.e12.re = 0.0; 
rprimesCo].id2.e12.im = 1.0; 
} 
if ((D 7. 4 == -1) II CD 7. 4 == 3)) { 
rprimes[0].idl.ell.re = 2.0; 
rprimesCo].idl.ell.im = 0.0; 
rprimesC0].idl.e12.re = 1.0; 
rprimes[0].idl.e12.im = 1.0; 
rprimes[o].id2.ell.re = 2.0; 
rprimes[0].id2.ell.im = 0.0; 
rprimes[0].id2.e12.re = 1.0; 
rprimes[0].id2.e12.im = 1.0; 
} 
for (i = 1; i < norp; i++) { 
if CD 7. rprimes[i].p == 0) { 
rprimes[i] .idl.ell.re = (double) rprimes[i] .p; 
rprimes[i] .idLell.im = 0.0; 
rprimes[i].idl.e12.re = 0.0; 
rprimes[i].idl.e12.im = 1.0; 
rprimes[i] .id2.ell.re = (double) rprimes[i] .p; 
rprimes[i].id2.ell.im = 0.0; 
rprimes[i] .id2.e12.re = 0.0; 
rprimes[i].id2.e12.im = 1.0; 
} 
else { 
x = qrCrprimesCi].p); 
if (x == - 1) { 
rprimes[i] .idl.ell.re = (double) rprimes[i] .p; 
rprimes[i].idl.ell.im = 0.0; 
rprimesEi].idl.e12.re = 0.0; 
rprimes[i].idl.el2.im = 0.0; 
rprimesCi].id2.ell.re = 0.0; 
rprimes[i].id2.ell.im = 0.0; 
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rprimes [i] . id2. e12. re = 0.0; 
rprimes[i].id2.e12.im = 0.0; 
} 
else { 
id[0].re = (double) rprimes[i].p; 
id[0].im = 0.0; 
id[1].re = (double) x; 
id[1].im = 1; 
id-size = 2; 
reduce-ideal(); 
rprimesCi].idl.ell.re = a; 
rprimes[i].idl. ell. im = 0.0; 
rprimes[i].idl.e12.re = b; 
rprimes[iLidl.e12.im= c; 
id[0].re = (double) rprimes[i].p; 
id[0].im = 0.0; 
id[1].re = (double) x; 
id[1],im = 
id-size = 2; 
reduce-ideal(); 
rprimesCi].id2.ell.re = a; 
rprimes[i].id2. ell. im= 0.0; 




1* check if a cycle has been reached in a continued fraction expansion 
(m,q and a all repeat) *1 
mt no_match(int i, mt *m, mt *q, mt *a) 
1: 
mt j; 
for (j = 1; j < i; j++) { 
if ((m[j] == m[i]) && (q[j] == qEi]) && (a[j] == a[i]) && 





/* for real fields, find the continued fraction expansion of D. The 
algorithm is presented in the accompanying report */ 
void cont_frac() 
mt mEMAX_ELS] ,q[MAX_ELS] ,a[MAX_ELS]; 
mt i, j; 
/* initialise m,q, and a */ 
M[01 = 0; 
q[0] = 1; 
a[0] = (int) floor(((double) m[0] + sqrt((double) D))/(double) q[01); 
m[1] = a[0]*q[0] 	mEO]; 
q[11 = D - (m[11*mCl1); 
all] = (int) floor(((double) mlii + sqrt((double) D))/(double) q[l]); 
i = 2; 
/* derive new values for m,q and a until a cycle is reached. *1 
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while (no_match(i- 1, m,q,a)) { 
m[i] = aii-1]*q[i-1] - mCi-11; 
q[i] = q[i-2] + (a[i-1]*(m[i-1] - 
a[i] = (int) floor(((double) m[i] + 
sqrt((double) D))/(double) qCi]); 
if (i == MAX_ELS-2) { 
printf("cycle for cont. fraction too large; increase MAX_ELS\n"); 
exit(1); 
} 
1* 2 too many values found in order to detect the cycle *1 
i -= 2; 
1* each h,k pair is s.t. h2 - Dk2 = soin, where the h's and k's 
are taken from the continued fraction expansion, a. The values in 
soln represent all possible values less than sqrt(D) for which any 
h and k can be found. Some values greater than sqrt(D) may also 
be present. *1 
d_h[O] = 0; 
d_h[l] = 1; 
for (j = 2; j < i+2; j++) { 
&.hCj] = a[j -2]*d_h[j - 1] + d_h[j -2]; 
} 
d_k[O] = 1; 
d_k[1] = 0; 
for (j = 2; j < i+2; j++) { 
d...k[j] = aCj -2]*d_kCj - 1] + d_kCj -21; 
} 
for (j = 2; j < i+2; j++) { 
d_solnCj-21 = d_hCj] *d_h[j] - (D*d_kCj] *d_k[j]); 
} 
cycle = i; 
} 
1* constructs a table, indexed by the ideal classes, in which the (i,j)th 
entry represents ideal i * ideal j, in the form of some algebraic number 





no_div_table = 0; 
div_table = (divisors *) malloc(sizeof(divisors)*MAX_DIVS); 
1* 	add_div_table_el(16) ; *1 
1* finds the rational integer primes and prime ideals which could 
construct the classes needed for the rational integers 2_,N). *1 
for (i0; i< 50; i++) { 
for (j0; j<50; j++) { 
class_tbl[i][j].lainbda.re = 0.0; 
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/* find a prime ideal to represent each class in the group. *1 
find_classes 0; 
/* construct the table */ 
i = 0; 
while (i < no_cls) { 
j = 0; 
while (j < no_cls) { 
if ((approx(class_tbl[i][j] .lambda.re,0.0)) && 
(approx(class_tbl[i]Cj] .lambda.im,0.0))) { 
this position in the table is not yet filled *1 
/* 	 find [i] [j] and reduce to a standard basis 	*/ 
mult_ideals(class[i] .id,classCj] .id); 
reduce-ideal(); 
/* 	 [i] [i] is now represented as [a, b+c*sqrt(D)] 
a,b and c will be corrupted by same-class, 
so take copies 	 */ 
temp_id.ell.re = a; 
temp_id.ell.im = 0.0; 
temp_id.el2.re = b; 
temp_id.el2.im = 
found = FALSE; 
for (k = 0; k < no_cls; k++) { 
if (same_class(temp_id,class[k] .id,class[k] .pr)) { 
/* 	 found class of [i] [j]; put into table */ 
found = TRUE; 
class_tbl[i] [j] .lambda = lambda; 
class_tbl[i][j].id = class[k].id; 
if ((approx(class_tbl[j] Ci] .lambda.re,0.0)) && 
(approx(class_tbl[j] Ci] .lambda.im,0.0))) { 
class_tbl[j] Ci] .lambda = lambda; 




if (!(found)) { 
1* 	 [i][j] falls into a new class; record this class. *1 
class [no_cls] .pr = (int) temp_id.ell .re; 
class[no_cls].id = temp-id; 
if (no_rp == MAX_ELS) { 
printf("rprimes too large; increase array size\n"); 
exit(1); 
} 
rprimes[no_rp].p = (int) temp_id.ell.re; 
rprimes[no_rp] .idl = class[no_cls] .id; 
rprimes[no_rp] . id2.ell = temp_id.ell; 
rprimes[no_rp] . id2.el2.re = temp_id.e12.re; 
rprimes[no_rp] . id2.el2.im = -temp_id.el2.im; 
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class_tbl[i][j].lambda.re = 1.0; 
class_tbl[i][j].lambda.im = 0.0; 
class...tbl[i] [j] .id = class [no_cis] .id; 
if ((approx(class_tbl[j][i].lambda.re,0.0)) && 
(approx(class_tbl[j] Ci] .lambda.im,0.0))) { 
class_tbl[j] Ci] .lambda = class_tbl[i] [j] .lambda; 











/* find position to put element into farey array at */ 
mt find_pos(double el) 
mt top, bottom; 
top = no_f arey; 
bottom = 0; 
while ((top-bottom) > 1) { 
if (el > ((double) farey[(int) ((top-bottom)/2)+bottom] .nuiner/ 
(double) farey[(int) ((top-bottom)/2)+bottom] .denom)) 
bottom = (int) ((top-bottom)/2) + bottom; 
else 
top = (int) ((top-bottom)/2) + bottom; 
return (top); 
} 
1* insert i/j into farey array. */ 
void insert(int i,int j) 
{ 
mt top, k; 
double el; 
if (dgcd((double) i,(double) j) > 1) 
return; 
else { 
if (no_f arey == MAX_FAREY) { 
printf("farey sequence is too large; increase array size\n " ); 
exit (1) 
} 
el = (double) i/(double) j; 
top = find_pos((double) el); 
for (k = no_farey; k >= top; k--) { 
farey[k] .nuiner = farey[k-1] .nuxner; 
farey[k] .denom = farey[k-1] .denom; 
} 
farey [top] .numer = 





1* create a farey sequence for N. *7 
void create_farey 0 
{ 
mt i,j; 
farey[O] .numer = 0; 
farey[0].denom = 1; 
farey Ell .nwner = 1; 
farey Ell. denom = 1; 
no_f arey = 2; 
for (i = 1 i < N; i++) { 




/* factor each rational integer between 2 and N into prime ideals. *1 
void factor_f arey() 
{ 
mt temp, count, power, i, j, k, found; 
if (N > MAX_ELS) { 
printf("N (%d) is too large for farey_sb; increase array size\n", N); 
exit (1) 
} 
for (i = 2; i < N; i++) { 
temp = i; 
count = 0; 
j = 2; 
7* 	find rational integer factors, then break down into prime 
ideal factors represent prime ideal factors as standard basis *7 
while (j <= temp) { 
if (temp 'I. j == 0) { 
power = 1; 
7* 	 find the power of j dividing temp *7 
while (temp 'I. (int) (pow((double) j,(double) power+1)) 	0) 
power++; 
/* 	 find j in rprimes table, and put prime ideal 
factors into farey_sb table for i 	 *7 
for (k = 0; k < no_rp; k++) { 
if (rprimes[k] .p == j) { 
if (count == MAX_ELS- 1) { 
printf("farey_sb too large; increase MAX_ELS\n"); 
exit(1); 
} 
farey_sb[i] [count] = rprimes[k] .idl; 
count++; 
if (!approx(rprimes[k].id2.ell.re,0.0)) { 
farey_sb[i] [count] = rprimes[k] .id2; 
count++; 
} 








/* make another table in which prime ideal factors are represented as 
an algebraic number times the class identifier for the class they 
belong to. */ 
for (i = 2; i <= N; i++) { 
j = 0; 
while (!approx(farey_sb[i][j].ell.re,0.0)) { 
if (approx(farey_sb[i] [1] .ell.re,O.0)) { 
/* 	 ideal is principal */ 
farey_cisCi] Cj] . lambda. re = farey_sb[i] [0] .ell.re; 
farey_cis[i] Cj] .lambda.im = 0.0; 
farey_cls[i] Cj] .id = class[0] .id; 
} 
else { 
found = FALSE; 
for (k = 0; k < no_cls; k++) { 
if ((approx(farey_sb[i]Cj].ell.re,class[k].id.ell.re))&& 
(approx(farey_sb[i][j].ell.im,class[k].id.ell.im))&& 
(approx(farey_sb[i][j] .e12.re,class[k] .id.e12.re))&& 
(approx(farey_sb[i]Cj] .e12.im,class[k] .id.e12.ixu))){ 
ideal is the same as a class identifier */ 
farey_cls[i][j].laznbda.re = 1.0; 
farey_cls[i][j].lambda.im = 0.0; 
farey_cls[i][j].id = class[k].id; 





for (k = 0; k < no_cls; k++) 
if (same_class(farey_sb[i] [j], class[k] .id, 
classCk].pr)) { 
found class ideal belongs to */ 
farey_cis[i] [j] . lambda. re = lambda. re ; 
farey_cls[i] [i] . lambda. im = lambda.im; 









B.3 Expressing a generating set using a standard basis 
• Author: Felicity George 	 * 
• Date: March 1994 	 * 
• reduce_ideal.c holds functions to generate a random ideal, or read one * 
* 	 in, and to reduce the generating set for any ideal to 2 * 
* elements 	 * 
* functions: 	 * 
* 	 read_ideal() 	reads an ideal 	 * 
* is_int(x,y) returns true if x + y*sqrt(D) is an algebraic * 
* 	 integer 	 * 
* reduce-ideal 	reduce the generating set for an ideal from 	* 
* 	 many elements to 2, one rational integer and * 
* one algebraic integer, [a, b+c*sqrt(D)] 	* 
#include "ext em h" 




1* read size of ideal *1 
scanf("%d", &id_size); 
id_size_bac = id-size; 
/* read in ideal */ 
for (i = 0; i < id_size; i++) { 
scanf("%lf", &id[i] .re); 
scanf("Y.lf", id[i] im); 
id_bac[i] .re = id[iJ .re; 
id_bac[i].im = id[i].im; 
} 
} 
/* returns true if x + y*sqrt(D) is an algebraic integer *1 
mt is_int(double x,double y) 
{ 






1* reduce the generating set for an ideal from many elements to 2, 




double basis, temp-a, q, r, *ipart; 
complex temp; 
if (approx(id[O].im,0.0)) { 
1* 	first element is a rational integer *1 
a = id[0].re; 
b = id[1].re; 
c = id[1].im; 
} 
else { 
if (approx(id[1].im,0.0)) { 
1* 	 second element is a rational integer *1 
c = id[0].im; 
b = id[0J.re; 
a = id[1].re; 
} 
else { 
if ((approx(id[O].re,id[1].re)) && (approx(id[11.re,0.0))) { 
1* 	 both elements are of form c*sqrt(D) */ 
c = dgcd(rint(id[0].im), rint(id[1].im)); 
a = id[0].re; 
b = id[1].re; 
} 
else { 
while ('approx(id[lJ.im, 0.0)) { 
r = half _round(((id[O].im/id[1].im) - 
floor(idEO] .im/id[1] .im))*id[1] .ini); 
q = half_round((id[0].im - r)/id[1].im); 
temp = id[0]; 
id[0] = id[1]; 
idEl] .re *= q; 
id[1].im *= q; 
id[1] = sub_complex(temp, id[11); 
} 
a = id[1].re; 
b = id[0].re; 
c = id[0].im; 
if (!approx(a,0.0)) 
b = half _round(b (rint(b/a))*a); 
else 
b = half _round(b); 
basis = find_small_int(b, c); 
if (!approx(a, 0.0)) { 
a = dgcd(a, basis); 
b = half _round(b - (rint(b/a))*a); 
if (fabs(b) > (fabs(a))/2.0) 
if (b < 0) 
b += a; 
else 





1* Make sure representation is a standard basis *1 
if (id-size == 2) { 
if ((D 'I. 4 == 1) II (D '/ 4 == -3)) { 
id[2].re = (b/2.0)+((c*D)/2.0); 
id[2].im = b/2.0+c/2.0; 
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id[3] re = a/2.0; 
id[3].im = a/2.0; 
} 
else { 
id[21.re = c*D; 
id[21.im = b; 
id[31.re = 0; 
id[3].im = a; 
} 
id[2] .re = half_round(id[2] .re); 
. im = half _round(id[2] . im); 
.re = half _round(id[3] .re); 
id[3] . im = half _round(id[3] . im); 
for (i = 2; i < id_size+2; j++) { 
if (approx(c,0.0)) { 
1* 	 first element is a rational integer *1 
if (!approx(b,0.0)) 
if (approx(a,0.0)) 
a = fabs(b); 
else 
a = dgcd(a,b); 
b = idEi].re; 
c = id[i].im; 
} 
else { 
if (approx(id[i].im,O.0)) { 
1* 	 second element is a rational integer *1 
if (approx(a,0.0)) 
a = fabs(id[i].re); 
else 
if (!approx(idEi].re,0.0)) 
a = dgcd(id[i].re,a); 
} 
else { 
while (!approx(id[i].im, 0.0)) { 
r = half _round(((c/id[i] .im) - 
floor(c/id[i] . im))*id[i1 . im); 
q = half _round((c - r)/id[iJ.im); 
temp.re = b; 
temp.im = 
b = id[iJ.re; 
c = id[i].im; 
id[i].re * q; 
id[i].im *= q; 
id[i] = sub_complex(temp, id[i]); 
} 
if (!approx(id[i].re,0.0)) 
a = dgcd(id[i].re,a); 
if (!approx(a,0.0)) 
b = half _round(b - (rint(b/a))*a); 
else 
b = half_round(b); 
basis = find_small_int(b, c); 
if (!approx(a, 0.0)) { 
a = dgcd(a, basis); 
b = half_round(b - (rint(b/a))*a); 
if (fabs(b) > (fabs(a))12.0) 
if (b < 0) 
b += a; 
else 





/* 	if processing last element, add extra elements in to get a 
standard basis */ 
if (i == id-size-1) { 
if ((D%4== 1)11 (D'/.4==-3)) { 
id[i+1].re = (b/2.0)+((c*D)/2.0); 
id[i+1].im = b/2.0+c/2.0; 
idCi-f21.re = a/2.0; 
id[i+2].im = a/2.0; 
} 
else { 
id[i+1].re = c*D; 
id[i+1].im = b; 
id[i+2].re = 0; 
id[i+2].im = a; 
} 
id[i+1] .re = half_round(id[i+1] .re); 
id[i+1] Am = half_round(id[i+1] Am); 
id[i+2] .re = half..round(id[i+21 .re); 
id[i+2] . im = half _round(id[i+2J im); 
} 
if (approx(c,0.0)) { 
b = dgcd(a, b); 
a = 0.0; 
} 
a = half _round(a); 
b = halLround(b); 
c = half...round(c); 
} 
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BA Finding the gcd, if it exists, between two algebraic 
integers 
• Author: Felicity George * 
• Date: March 1994 * 
• find_principal.c contains routines to find the gcd of two algebraic 	* 
* 	 integers, if it exists 	 * 
* functions: * 
* 	 find_gcd given the ideal [a, b + c*sqrt(D)], see 	* 
* if it is principal, and if it is, return 	* 
* the single element generating it. 	* 
* 	 alg_int_gcd(m,n) returns the greatest common divisor * 
* between 	kl*k2* ... *kn*m and k2*. . .*kn*n, 	* 
* where the k values lie between 1 and N. * 
* 	 divides(x,id,power) works out whether x belongs to the ideal 	* 
* [id]power. 	 * 
#include "extern.h" 
k_vals k_list[MAX_ELS]; /* Used to hold the k values 
mentioned above *1 
1* divides works out whether x belongs to the ideal kpower or not.*I 





1* 	put copies of k.idl and k.id2 into a,b,c, multiply it by itself and 
reduce it 'power' times (result ends up in a, b+c*sqrt(D))*/ 
1* holds k values *1 
a = id[O].re = k.id.ell.re ; 
id[0].im = 0.0; 
b = id[lLre = k.id.el2.re ; 
c = id[1].im = k.id.el2.im; 
id-size = 2; 
for (i = 2; i <= power; i++) { 
itemp.ell.re = a; 
itemp.ell.im = 0.0; 
itemp.el2.re = b; 
itemp.el2.im = 
mult_ideals (k. id, itemp); 
reduce-ideal(); 
} 
1* make sure ideal is represented as a standard basis. *1 
if (power == 1) 
reduce_idealO; 
if (approx(c, 0.0)) { 
x.im = x.im/b; 
x.re = x.re/b; 
if ((D 'I, 4 == 1) II (D '1.4 == 
if ((r_int(x.re) && r_int(x.im)) II 
(approx(x.re, half_round(x.re)) && 
approx(x.im, half_round(x.im)) && 












x.im = x.im/c; 
x.re -= x.im*b; 
x.re = x.re/a; 





1* given in and in, this routine is very similar in structure to the 
euclidean algorithm, and returns the greatest common divisor 
between kl*k2*.. *kn*m and k2*... *kn*n, where the k values lie between 
2 and N (see report for full explaination of method)*/ 




complex tl,t2, r; 
no_k_list = 0; 
1* make m the greater of m and n *1 
if (norm(n) > norm(m)) { 
ti = 
m = 
n = ti; 
} 
1* the euclidean algorithm, except if norm(n) <= norm(r):*/ 
while (!approx(norm(n),O.0)) { 
r = find_rem(m,n); 
tl.re = res.re 	quo.re ; 
tl.im = res.im quo.im; 
if (norm(n) > norm(r)) C 
ti = in; 
m = a; 
t2 = mult_complex(quo,n); 
n = sub_complex(tl, t2); 
} 
else { 
1* find an appropriate k which m can be multiplied by to give a 
remainder r on division by n s.t. norm(n) > norm(r)*I 
ti = div_complex(m,n); 
pos = find_pos(fabs(tl.im)); 
if (farey[pos] .denom < farey[pos - 1] .denom) 
k = farey[pos].denom; 
else 
k = farey[pos - 1].denom; 
i = 0; 
/* add prime ideal factors of k to a list of all such factors used in 
the algorithm*/ 
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while (!approx(farey_sb[k][i] .ell.re, 0.0)) { 
found = FALSE; 
for (j = 0; j < no_k_list; j++) { 
if (approx(k_list[j] .id.ell.re,farey_sb[k] Ci] .ell.re) && 
approx(k_list[j] .id.ell.im, farey_sb[k] Ci] .ell.im)&& 
approx(k_list[j] .id.e12.re, farey_sbCk] Ci] .el2.re)&& 
approx(k_list[j] .id.e12.im, farey_sb[k] Ci] .e12.im)){ 




if (!found) { 
if (no_k_list == MAX_ELS) { 
printf("klist too large; increase array size\n"); 
exit(1); 
} 
k...list [no_k_list] . id = farey_sb [k] [i]; 





m. re *= 
m.im *= 
r = find_rem(m,n); 
if (norm(n) <= norm(r)) 
printf("error: norm of r >= norm of b %f '/,f\n", 
norm(r), norm(n)); 
else { 
ti = m; 
m = n; 
t2 = mult_complex(quo,n); 






1* given the ideal [a, b + c*sqrt(D)], see if it is principal *1 
void find_gcd() 
{ 
complex m,n,r,temp,div, smallest; 
mt i, j, mdiv, ndiv, rdiv, mdxl, indx2; 
unsigned mt basis; 
cisi divide_list [MAX_ELS]; 
/* 'smallest' is used to convert a single element into a standard 
basis for checking and ideal (a standard basis is easier to 
check than a single element) *1 
if ((D '1.4 == 1) II (D '1.4 == -3)) { 
smallest.re = 0.5; 
smallest.im = 0.5; 
} 
else { 
smallest.re = 1; 
smallest.im = 1; 
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} 
if (approx(a, 0.0)) { 
/* 	ideal is principal, as a=0; check ideal 	 */ 
if (approx(c,0.0)) { 
temp.re = b; 
temp.im = c; 
temp = mult_complex(temp, smallest); 
check_id(b,temp.re , temp. im); 
} 
else { 
1* reduce ideal again to provide a standard basis for checking*/ 
id[0].re = b; 
id[0].im = c; 
id[1].re = 0.0; 
id[1].im = 0.0; 
id-size = 2; 
reduce-ideal(); 
printf("non-principal ideal: ['/,f, '/.f + %f sqrt %d]\n", a,b,c,D); 




re = a; 
m.im = 0.0; 
re = b; 
n.im = c; 
r = find_rem(n,m); 
if (approx(r.re,0.0) && approx(r.im,0.0)) { 
/ 	 a divides b+c*sqrt(D) 	 1 
printf("principaJ. ideal: [%f]\n", a); 
check_id(a, b, c); 
} 
else { 
1* use alg_int_gcd algorithm to find a divisor 	 */ 
r = alg_int_gcd(m, n); 
1* put ideals on k_list onto divide-list if they divide the result 
of alg_int_gcd more times than they divide both of the 
arguments 
no_div_list = 0; 
for (i = 0; i < no_k_list; i++) { 
/* 	 see how many times k_list [i] divides m *1 
mdiv = 0; 
while (divides(m,k_listEi] ,mdiv+1)) 
mdiv++; 
1* 	 see how many times k_list [i] divides n *1 
ndiv = 0; 
while (divides(n,k_list[i] ,ndiv+1)) 
ndiv++; 
1 	 see how many times k_list[i] divides r *1 
rdiv = 0; 
while (divides(r,k_list[i] ,rdiv+1)) 
rdiv++; 
1* 	 if it divides r too many times, add on to 
divide-list rdiv-imin(ndiv, mdiv) times 	*1 
if (rdiv > imin(ndiv, mdiv)) 
for (j = 1; j <= rdiv - imin(ndiv, mdiv); j++) { 
if (no_div_list == MAX_ELS) { 
printf('div_list too large; increase array size"); 
exit (1) 
} 
divide_list [no_div_list] = 




1* multiply all ideals in div_list to see if a principal ideal is 
obtained. */ 
for (i = 0; i <= no_div_list-2; i++) { 
for (j = 0; j < no_cls; j-f+) { 
find index into class table for div_list ideals to 
be multiplied, and thus get class of product*/ 
if ((approx(divide_listCi] .id.ell.re,classCj] .id.ell.re)) 
&& 
(approx(divide_list[i] .id.eli.im,class[j] .id.eli.im)) 
&& 
(approx(divide_list[i] .id.e12.re,class[j] .id.el2.re)) 
&& 
(approx(divide_list[i] .id.el2.im,class[j] .id.el2.im))) 
mdxi = j; 
if((approx(divide_list[i+i] .id.eli.re,class[j] .id.eli.re)) 
&& 
(approx(divide_list[i+i] .id.eli..im,class[j] .id.eli.im)) 
&& 
(approx(divide_list[i+i] .id.e12.re,class[j] .id.el2.re)) 
(approx(divide_list[i+i] .id.e12.im,class[j] .id.e12.im))) 
indx2 = 
new class comes from class_tbl, new lambda value is that 
from class_tbl times those from the ideals being 
multiplied (see report for details) */ 
temp.re = (class_tbl[indxl] [indx2] .lambda.re* 
divide_list [i+i] . lanibda.re)+ 
(D*class_tbl[indxl] [indx2] .lambda. im* 
divide_list [i+1] .lambda.im); 
temp.im = (class_tblCindxl] [indx2] .lambda.im* 
divide_list [i+1] .lambda.re)+ 
(divide_list [i+1] . lambda. im* 
class_tbl[indxi] [indx2] .lambda.re); 
divide_list [i+1] .lambda.re = 
(divide_list Ci] .lambda.re*temp.re)+ 
(D*divide_list Ci] . lambda. im*temp. im); 
divide_list [i+i] .lambda.im = 
(divide_list Ci] .lambda. im*temp.re)+ 
(temp.im*divide_list[i] .lambda.re); 
divide_list[i+1] .id = class_tbl[indxl) [indx2] .id; 
} 
if (((approx(divide_list[no_div_list-1] .id.e12.re,0.0)) && 
(approx(divide_list[no_div_list-1] .id.e12. im,0.0))) H 
(no_div_list == 0)) { 
ideal to be divided by is principal, or no division need be 
done therefore a gcd has been found */ 
/* 
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if (no_div_list > 0) { 
div = mult_complex(divide_list [no_div_list-i] .lambda, 
divide.list [no_div_list-i] .id.ell); 
r = div_complex(r, div); 
half _round(r.re); 
half _roand(r. im); 
} 
if (approx(r.im,0.0)) { 
if (approx(r.re, 1.0)) { 
check_id(in.re,n.re,n.im); 
printf ("non-principal ideal: ['/,f, 'f,f + %f sqrt %d] \n", 
m.re, n.re, n.im,D); 
} 
else { 
printf("Error, r.iiu is 0'\n"); 
printf("/.d 'hf %f '/,f '/,f\n" , id_size_bac, id_bac[0].re, 




1* reduce ideal again to provide a standard basis 
for checking *1 
id[0].re = r. re; 
id[0].im = r.im; 
id[13.re = 0.0; 
id[1].im = 0.0; 
id-size = 2; 
reduce-ideal(); 
check_id(a,b,c); 
printf("principal ideal: [%f+'/.f sqrt '/.d]\n", 




check_id(m.re ,n.re ,n. im); 
printf("non-principal ideal: ['/.f, %f + '/.f sqrt %d]\n", 




B.5 Miscellaneous Functions 
• Author: Felicity George * 
• Date: March 1994 * 
• misc_fits . c holds various functions used throughout the code * 
• functions: * 
* 	 half-round(a) rounds a to the nearest mt or half * 
* smaller(a) make the (a) elements of the ideal * 
* in id as small as possible * 
* 	 dgcd(a,b) returns the gcd of 2 integers * 
* represented as doubles * 
* 	 imax(a,b) returns the greater of a and b * 
* imin(a,b) returns the lesser 	of a and b * 
* 	 approx(a,b) returns True if a is within 0.0001 * 
* of  * 
* 	 random_int(n) returns a random integer between * 
* O and n * 
* 	 r_int(a) find out if a is a rational integer 
* 
* 
or not * 
* 	 mult_complex(x,y) returns x*y, where x and y are * 
* algebraic integers * 
* 	 div_complex(x,y) as above, but x/y * 
* add_complex(x,y) as above, but x+y * 
* 	 sub_complex(x,y) as above, but x-y * 
* r_gcd(a,b) finds the gcd between two positive * 
* rational numbers with denom <= 2 * 
* 	 find_rem(a,b) finds the minimised remainder on * 
* division of a by b, where a and b * 
* are both algebraic integers. * 
* 	 norm(a) returns the norm of a * 
* find_small_int(a,b) returns the smallest rational mt * 
* that can be a product of a+b*sqrt(D)* 
* and some other algebraic integer * 
* 	 check_id(a,b,c) checks every element in array id can* 
* be generated from [a, b+c*sqrt(D)] * 
#include "ext em . h" 
#include <values . 
1* half _round rounds doubles to the nearest integer or half *1 
double half _round(double a) 
{ 
double ia; 
ia = rint(a); 
if (fabs(a 	ia) > 0.25) 
if (a ia > 0.25) 







1* dgcd returns the gcd of 2 integers *1 
double dgcd(double a, double b) 
{ 
double r; 
a = fabs(a); 
b = fabs(b); 
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while (!approx(b,O.0)) { 
r = rint(a - (rint(a/b))*b); 
a = b; 




/* make the (a) elements of the ideal in id as small as possible *1 
void smal].er(int a) 
{ 
mt i, j, change, count; 
double val; 
complex temp; 
change = TRUE; 
while (change) { 
change = FALSE; 
for (i0; i<a; i++) { 
for (j0; j<a; j++) { 
if (i != j) { 
val = MAXFLOAT; 
count = 0; 
while (val > find_small_int (id [i].re, id[i].im)) { 
temp.re = id[i].re; 
temp.im = idEi].im; 
val = find_small_int(temp.re, temp.im); 
id[i] = sub_complex(idEi],id[j]); 
count++; 
} 
id[i] = add_complex(id[i], id[j]); 
if (count > 1) 
change = TRUE; 
val = MAXFLOAT; 
count = 0; 
while (val > find_small.int (id [i].re, id[i].im)) { 
temp.re = id[iLre; 
temp.im = idEi].im; 
val = find_small_int(temp.re, temp.im); 
id[i] = add_complex(idEiJ ,id[j]); 
count++; 
} 
id[i] = sub_complex(id[i], id[j]); 
if (count > 1) 







/* imax returns the larger of 2 ints *1 
mt imax(int a, mt b) 
{ 





/* imin returns the smaller of 2 ints */ 
mt imin(int a, mt b) 
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{ 





1* approx returns true if a and b are within 0.0001 of each other *1 
mt approx(double a, double b) 
{ 





1* returns a random integer between 0 and n 	 *1 
mt random_int(int n) 
{ 
return random() % n; 
3. 
1* find out if a is a rational integer or not *1 







1* multiple two algebraic integers *1 
complex mult_complex(complex x,complex y) 
{ 
complex z; 
z.re = (x.re*y.re)+(D*x.im*y.im); 
z.im = (x.im*y.re)+(y.im*x.re); 
z.re = half_round(z.re); 
z.im = half_round(z.im); 
return(z); 
3. 
1* add two algebraic integers *1 
complex add_complex(complex x,complex y) 
complex z; 
z.re = x.re + y.re; 
z.im = x.im+y.im; 
z.re = half_round(z.re); 
z.im = halfround(z.im); 
return(z); 
3. 
1* subtract two algebraic integers *1 




z.re = x.re - y.re; 
z.im = x.im - y.im; 
z.re = half_round(z.re); 
z.im = half_round(z.im); 
return(z); 
} 
/s divide two algebraic integers *1 





comp.re = y.re; 
comp.im = -y.im; 
ti = (double)rint((y.re*comp.re) + (D*y.im*comp.im)); 
z = mult_complex(x,comp); 
z.re / ti; 
z.im / ti; 
return(z); 
} 
1* finds the gcd between two positive rational numbers, where 
both have denominator <= 2. 	 *1 
double r_gcd(double a, double b) 
{ 
double c; 
c = dgcd(rint(a*2.0),(double)riflt(b*2.0)) 
return(half_roi.ind(c/2.0)); 
} 
1* finds the minimised remainder on division of a by b, 
where a and b are both algebraic integers. 	 *1 
complex find_rem(complex a, complex b) 
{ 
mt i,j; 
double Re,Im, mm_norm, new-norm, im_adjC31, re_adj[3], no_im, no-re; 
complex temp, temp2, mm, new; 
res = div_complex(a,b); 
Re = res.re ; 
Im 	res.im; 
temp.re = Re - floor(Re); 
temp.im = Im - floor(Im); 
1* minimise remainder */ 
if (D < 0) { 
if (D 'I. 4 == -3) { 
if (fabs(temp.im) > 0.75) 





if (fabs(temp.im) > 0.25) { 
if (temp.im < 0.25) 
temp.im += 0.5; 
else 
temp.im -= 0.5; 
if (temp.re > 0.0) 
temp.re -= 0.5; 
else 




if (fabs(temp.im) > 0.5) 




if (fabs( temp.re ) > 0.5) 






1* real case - have to test every variation of temp.im and 
temp.re and see which has the smallest norm *1 
min = temp; 
mm_norm = norm(mult_complex(temp,b)); 
/* add or subtract 1 from im */ 
if (temp.im > 0) 
temp2.im = temp.im--; 
else 
temp2.im = temp.im++; 
temp2.re = temp.re ; 
new_norm = norm(mult_complex(temp2, b)); 
if (new-norm < min-norm) { 
minnorm = new-norm; 
min = temp2; 
1* add or subtract 1 from re *1 
if (temp.re > 0) 
temp2.re = temp.re--; 
else 
temp2. -re = temp.re++; 
temp2.im = temp.im; 
new-norm = nortn(mult_complex(temp2, b)); 
if (new-norm < min-norm) { 
min-norm = new-norm; 
min = temp2; 
} 
/* add or subtract 1 from im and re *1 
if (temp.im > 0) 
temp2.im = temp.im--; 
else 
temp2.im = temp.im++; 
new-norm = norm(mult_complex(temp2, b)); 
if (new-norm < min-norm) { 
min-norm = new-norm; 
min = temp2; 
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} 
if (D 7. 4 == 1) { 
1* record all possible adjustments of 1/2 *1 
if (temp.im > 0.5) { 
im_adj[0] = -0.5; 
im_adj[1] = -1.5; 
no_im = 2; 
} 
if (temp.im < -0.5) { 
im_adj[0] = 0.5; 
im_adj[1] = 1.5; 
no_im = 2; 
if ((temp.im > -0.5) && (temp.im < 0.5)) { 
im_adj[0] = 0.5; 
im_adj[l] = -0.5; 
no_im = 2; 
} 
if (temp.im == 0.5) { 
im_adj[0] = 0.5; 
im_adjEl] = -0.5; 
im_adj[2] = -1.5; 
no_im = 3; 
if (temp.im == -0.5) { 
im_adj[0] = 0.5; 
im_adj[1] = -0.5; 
im_adj[2] = 1.5; 
no_im = 3; 
} 
if (temp.re > 0.5) { 
re_adj[0] = -0.5; 
re_adj[1] = -1.5; 
no-re = 2; 
} 
if (temp.re < -0.5) { 
re_adj[0] = 0.5; 
re_adj[1] = 1.5; 
no-re = 2; 
} 
if ((temp.re > -0.5) && (temp.re < 0.5)) { 
re_adj[0] = 0.5; 
re_adj[1] = -0.5; 
no-re = 2; 
if (temp.re == 0.5) { 
re_adj[0] = 0.5; 
re_adj[1] = -0.5; 
re_adj[2] = -1.5; 
no_re = 3; 
} 
if (temp.re == -0.5) { 
re_adj[0] = 0.5; 
re_adj[1] = -0.5; 
re_adj[2] = 1.5; 
no-re = 3; 
} 
1* try all combinations of 1/2 adjustments *1 
for (i = 0; i < no_im; i++) { 
for (j = 0; j < no-re; j++) { 
temp2.im = temp.im + im_adj[i]; 
temp2.re = temp.re + re_adj[j]; 
new-norm = norm(mult_complex(temp2, b)); 
if (new-norm < min-norm) { 
min-norm = new-norm; 





temp = mm; 
1* find quotient too *1 
quo.re = Re - temp.re ; 
quo.im = Im - temp.im; 
return(mult_complex(temp,b)); 
} 
/* returns the norm of a 
double norm(complex a) 
{ 
return (fabs(rint((a.re*a.re) - (D*a.im*a.im)))); 
} 
1* returns the smallest rational integer that can be a 
product of a+b*sqrt(D) and some other algebraic integer *1 
double find_small_int(double x, double y) 
{ 
double e,f,h; 
if (approx(x,0.0) ) 





if ((r_int(x)) && (r_int(y)) && 
((D 'I. 4 == 1) 11 (D 'I. 4 == -3))) 
if (((x - (rint(x/2))*2 == 0) && 
(y - (rmnt(y/2))*2 == 0)) II 
((x - (rint(x/2))*2 == 1) && 
(y - (rint(y/2))*2 == 1))) { 
h = dgcd(rint(x),rint(y)); 
h *= 2.0; 
} 
else 
h = dgcd(rint(x),rint(y)); 
else 
if ((D 'I. 4 	1) && (D % 4 	-3)) 
h = dgcd(rint(x),rint(y)); 
else 
h = rint(r_gcd(x,y)*2.0); 
f = x/h; 
e = (y*f)/x; 
return (fabs(rint((x*f) - (y*e*D)))); 
} 
} 
/* checks whether the ideal [a, b+c*sqrt(D)] is 
equivalent to the ideal in id. 	 *1 
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complex ti, t2; 
double x,y; 
for (i = 0; i < id_size_bac; i++) { 
x = id_bac[i] .im / C; 
y = id..bac[i].re - x*b; 
t2.re = y; 
t2.im = 0.0; 
if ('approx(y,O.0)) { 
tl.re = a; 
tl.im = 0.0; 
t2 = find_rem(t2, ti); 
if ((!approx(t2.re,0.0)) II (Iapprox(t2.im,0.0))) 
printf("error: cannot produce %f %f from '/,f %f %f\n", 





B.6 Global Variables 
• Author: Felicity George 	 * 
• Date: April 1994 	 * 
• globals.c 	holds the global variables for the code in 	 * 
* 	 files init.c, main.c, misc_fns.c, reduce_ideal.c and 	* 
* find_principal.c. The array sizes chosen here are large * 
* 	 enough to handle fields which take what I regard as a 	* 
* 'reasonable' amount of time to process; if larger fields, * 
* 	 or more elements in ideals are required, these must clearly* 
* be altered. 	 * 
#include "extern.h" 
mt id-size, id_size_bac, 1* size of the generating set originally input *1 
N, 	 1* size of the farey sequence to be generated *1 
D, /* represents the field, q(sqrt(D)) 	 *1 
size, 	 1* max. no. of elements in a generating set *1 
range, 1* max. size of elements in generating sets *1 
no-cis, no_k_list, 
no_div_list, no_rp, 
no_farey, 	 1* number of elements in various arrays*/ 
no_div_table, 	 1* number of rational integers with 
their divisors recorded*/ 
cycle; 	 1* the cycle length of the continued fraction *1 
double a, b, C; 	 1* [a, b + c*sqrt(D)J represents an ideal as *1 
1* a standard basis.*/ 
mt d_k[MAX_EL.S] ,d_h[MAX_ELS], 	1* derived from the continued fraction*/ 
d_soln[MAX_ELS]; 	 1* expansion of D such that 
d_k2 - d_h2*D = d_soln*/ 
rprime rprimes[MAX_ELS]; 1* holds rational primes and their prime ideal 
factors*/ 
complex id[MAX_ELS], id_bac[MAX_ELS]; /* holds the ideal to be reduced; 
id_bac is used as id is corrupted 
through the execution of the code*/ 
complex lambda, res, quo; 1* complex variables used throughout the code *1 
divisors *div_table; 1* table containing the complex divisors of 
rational integers *1 
cisi class_tbl[MAX_ELS][MAX_ELS]; /* holds the class structure for a field*/ 
cls2 class[MAX_ELS]; 1* Classes for a given field 
frac farey[MAX_FAREY]; 	 1* Farey sequence for a given field 	*1 
ideal farey_sb[MAX_ELS] [MAX_ELSJ; 1* Numbers < N broken down into prime *1 
cisi farey_cls[MAX_ELS][MAX_ELS]; 1* ideals in 2 ways 	 */ 
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B.7 Header Files 
• Author: Felicity George 	 * 
• Date: April 1994 	 * 
• extern.h 	holds the variable and function declarations for the code * 
* 	 in files init.c, main.c, misc_fns.c, reduce_ideal.c and 	* 
* find_principal.c 	 * 
#include "typedef a. h" 
#include "includes .h" 
1* variable declarations (from globals.c) *1 
extern 










extern double a; 
extern double b, C; 
extern mt d_kCMAX_ELS] ,d_h[MAX_ELS], d_soln[MAX_ELS]; 
extern rprime rprimes[MAX_ELS]; 
extern complex id[MAX_ELS], id...bac[MAX_ELS], lambda, res, quo; 
extern cisi class_tbl[MAX_ELSJ [MAX_ELS]; 
extern cls2 class [MAX_ELS]; 
extern frac farey[MAX_FAREY]; 
extern ideal farey_sb[MAX_ELS] [MAX_ELS]; 
extern clsl farey_cls [MAX_ELS] [MAX_ELS]; 
extern divisors *div_table; 
/* function declarations */ 
extern jut divides (complex, k_vals, int); 
extern complex alg_mnt_gcd(complex,complex); 
extern void find_gcd(); 
extern void input_initO; 
extern void output_mnitO; 
extern ideal complement(ideal); 
extern void mult_ ideals (ideal, ideal); 
extern void find_solns(int, complex *, mt *); 
extern void add_div_table_el(double); 
extern void find_classesO; 
extern void find_primesO; 
extern jut qr(mnt); 
extern void find_prime_idealsO; 
extern mt no_match(int, jut *, mt *, mt *); 
extern mt same_class(ideal, ideal, int); 
extern void cont_fracO; 
extern void build_class_tableO; 
extern jut find_pos(double); 
extern void mnsert(int,int); 
extern void create_fareyO; 
extern void factor_fareyO; 
extern double half _round(double); 
extern void smaller(int); 
extern double dgcd(double, double); 
extern jut jmax(int, int); 
extern mt imin(int, int); 
extern jut approx(double, double); 
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extern mt random_int(int); 
extern mt r_int(double); 
extern complex mult_complex(complex,complex); 
extern complex add_complex(complex,complex); 
extern complex sub_complex(complex,complex); 
extern complex div_complex(complex,complex); 
extern double r_gcd(double, double); 
extern complex find_rem(complex, complex); 
extern double norm(complex); 
extern double find_small_int(double, double); 
extern void check_id(double, double, double); 
extern void get-new-ideal(); 
extern void read-ideal(); 
extern mt is_int(double,double); 
extern void reduce-ideal(); 
• Author: Felicity George 	 * 
• Date: April 1994 	 * 
• inc].udes.h 	holds the include statements needed for all source * 
* 	 code 	 * 
#include <stdio . h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <float . h> 
• Author: Felicity George 	 * 
• Date: April 1994 	 * 
• typedefs.h 	Holds the type definitions of the structures used in * 
* 	 this code. 	 * 
#define TRUE 1 
#define FALSE 0 
#define MAX_ELS 200 
#define MAX_FAREY 5000 
#define MAX_DIVS 6000 
1* algebraic integer structure *1 
typedef struct { 
double re,im; 
} complex; 
/* structure for an ideal represented as a standard basis. */ 
typedef struct { 
complex ell, e12; 
} ideal; 
1* structure for a rational prime, 




p, and it's prime ideal factors *1 
1* holds an ideal as the product of 
ideal representing a class. *1 
typedef struct { 
complex lambda; 
ideal id;  
an algebraic number, lambda, and an 
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} cisi; 
1* holds ideals representing classes *7 




7* holds k values */ 
typedef struct { 
mt mdi, ind2; 
ideal id; 
} k_vals; 
/* holds a rational number as a/b *7 
typedef struct { 
mt numer, denom; 
} frac; 
1* holds all the divisors of some rational integer *7 
typedef struct { 
double id; 
mt no-els; 
complex div[MAX_ELS]; 
} divisors; 
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